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Twin Cities Jubilant Over Announcement;
Obion County Site Is Just 10 Miles Away
The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company announc-
ed in a special conference at Union City Monday that it
will build, in Obion County, the largest single construc-
tion project in its 69-year history.
On a 593-acre site just north of Union City (see ad-
jacent map), Goodyear will build a $50-million dollar
tire plant nearly a half-mile long, employing more than
500 and capable of producing 17,500 passenger car tires
a day. Construction is scheduled to begin in January.
A hundred-million-dollar industrial revenue bond
issue will be floated to cover the cost of the plant, esti-
mated at $46 million dollars, plus $54 million more for
additional financing, if needed, and future expansion.
The plant is hailed as the largest single industrial plant
to locate in Tennessee in the past quarter-century.
The plant will be served by a new
US 51 by-pass (see map) which will
begin at Napier's store on the Ful-
ton Highway, mm due west past the
Goodyear site, then bear south to
a junction with the new 4-lane high-
way to Troy, merging with this
highway just south of the Reelfoot
Packing Company plant. Comple-
tion of this by-pass has been prom-
ised before the plant opens for
limited production late in 1968.
The new industry will have a
profound effect on neighboring Ful-
ton County. and the cities of Hick-
man, South Fulton and Fulton as
well as Union City; the site is lo-
cated just four miles from the Ful-
ton County line. It has been the
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Notebook
Vanderbilt University: I went on a sentimental
and academic journey to Frankfort last week-end.
I deliberated with myself for many agonizing hours
whether or not to go, for there were many things to
be done here in Nashville, like going to the UK-Van-
derbilt football game and concentrating on several
term papers that are due right after the holidays.
Friday morning I had "firmly" made up my
mind not to go, I thought. Driving down Hillsboro
Road in the early light of a magnificent Fall day, I
started thinking about a lot of very dear and close
friends in State government that I have been in
close touch with for many wonderful years and who
might just be needing some evidence of warm
friendship the very minute that I was approaching
Vanderbilt University.
I had made the turn down Twenty-first Street
to Calhoun Hall when, I suddenly turned around,
headed back to the Royal Arms Apartments, packed
a few things hurriedly, and by the time my first
class started at nine a. m. I was almost near Bowling
Green. Not that there is any real reason for making
an explanation, but because a writer must put
words together so the reader MUST understand,
rather than MIGHT understand, I think I ought to
tell you that the sentimental journey was to be with
my friends who were on the losing side of the guber-
natorial campaign.
The academic reason for this mission was to do
some research on the campaign results to compile
data that would tend to explain Henry Ward's sud-
den decline in voter favor, when only 30 days before
the polls indicated that he would receive 65% of the
votes cast.
At the "two week before the election point,"
the polls indicated that Governor-elect Louie Nunn
gained about 13 percentage points on Ward, in spite
of the fact that Ward had (according to the polls) the
Negro vote, the labor vote, the Administration vote,
and all the money needed to win a campaign.
I shall begin a series of articles on the subject
for the News, from which I shall select the more
salient reasonings for a dissertation on "Party Poli-
tics In Kentucky," a political science class require-
ment here at Vanderbilt.
Before I leave the subject I want to say that I
disagree whole-heartedly with Paul's editorial of
last week that the Johnson Administration and the
Vietnam war contributed to voter rebellion against
Henry Ward.
After some long and searching conversations
with people who should know, you might possibly
agree with my findings that neither of the above-
mentioned judgments triggered the Ward defeat, in
spite of the fact that the very people who contribut-
ed mostly to Ward's defeat will find this "explana-
tion" a very convenient and cozy shelter for their
defections and lack of support.
If you took time to read my column last week
you will note that I wrote it in the past tense,
though the predictions were made on Monday night,
put in the mail here at Nashville at 5 p. m. on Mon-
day, and the polls were not open for 24 hours later.
I felt that I was on safe ground in reporting
Louie Nunn's victory, for I had heard too many al-
leged "Ward supporters" predict his defeat; a sure
indication that they were speaking their own hopes
in the matter.
(Continued On Page Eight)
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Services were held Monday afternoon at the First
Methodist Church in Fulton for Mrs. Ann Callis Rags-
dale, wife of a prominent Fulton physician, who was
fatally injured in an automobile accident last Friday
morning.
Rev. George Comes, pastor, and
Rev. Gerald Stow, South Fulton
Baptist minister, officiated. Inter-
ment was in Palestine cemetery
with Whitnel Funeral Home in
charge.
Active palbearers were L. R.
Taylor, Jack Harris, Eugene Keller,
R. D. Sims, Roscoe Hutchins and
Dr. Andrew Nelson.
An account of the tragic early-
morning accident on the Fulton-
Union City highway will be found on
page one of the second section of
this issue.
All others inv-ot.v,a in the 2-car
crash were reported all right Wed-
nesday. David Moss, a passenger
in the Ragsdale car, was not hos-
pitalized. The two Ragsdale chil-
dren have been returned from the
hospital at Memphis and are con-
valescing at the Ragsdale home
here. The three Bunch brothers are
reported "doing all right."
Annual Union Thanksgiving Service
To Be November 22; Public Invited
The annual Union Thanksgiving
Service sponsored by the Fulton
Ministerial Alliance will be held at
the First Baptist Church Wednes-
day, November 22, at 7:30 p. m.
Rev. Bill Crockett, minister of the
Church of the Nazarene will bring
the Thanksgiving message entitled
"True Thanksgiving."
A Thanksgiving Offering is taken
George Francis
Fatally Wounded
Monday Evening
An Obion County man was being
held in the County jail Tuesday after
a Monday evening shooting incident
near Fulton, Ky., left one man
dead.
Sheriff Bob MeCowan identified
the suspect as Logan Jackson of
the Mt. Moriah community. Jack-
son, the sheriff said, walked into
the sheriff's office about 9 Tuesday
morning and surrendered. He was
(Continued on Page Eight)
at this service each year and is
used by the Ministerial Alliance to
aid persons traveling through our
community who need financial as-
sistance. Assistance is always given
in the form of gasoline, a meal, a
bus ticket, etc. This year ten per-
cent of the offering will be given
to the Fulton-Obion Counties'
Clothes Bank.
Ministers of the various churches
in Fulton and South Fulton share in
the planning and leadership of the
Union Service.
The public is invited to share in
this special service of praise and
thanksgiving.
W. S. C. S. BAZAAR
The Woman's Society of Christian
Service of the First Methodist
Church in Fulton will hold its sec-
ond annual bazaar today (Thurs-
day) in the church dining room
from 3 p. m. to 7 p. m.
In addition to handmade gifts,
home-canned foods and home-bak-
ed goods, coffee and dessert will be
served during the afternoon and a
turkey dinner will be served from
5 p. m. to 7 p. m.
The public is invited to attend.
Goodyear A nnounces $50,000,00017v,istf:L10, gear Herev., .
eoncensus of business leaders in
this area for some time that any
giant industry that located in this
area would directly benefit every
community in the area, since no
single community is capable of
supplying all of the employees for
an industry of this magnitude.
Fulton and South Fulton will have
a highway to the front door. .. just
a mere ten miles away.
The Union City Chamber of Com-
merce office told The News Tues-
day that around 900 men will prob-
ably be used in construction, and
that every available housing facility
in the Twin Cities will likely be
needed to handle this load.
It will be interesting to note that
a Goodyear evaluation team select-
ed the Obion County site after nar-
rowing their search down to three
communities: one in central Ten-
nessee, one in southwestern Ken-
tucky, and Obion County. According
to the manager of the Union City
Chamber of Commerce a strong
suggestion for the Obion County
site was entered by the Fantus
Company, which had up-to-date f.
facts and figures not only on Obion r
County, but all adjacent counties in -
Kentucky. The Kentucky research r
by Fantus has been kept up-to-date
by Commerce Commissioner Kath-
(Continued On Page Eight)
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Services Held For Mrs. John Ragsdale Controversy Over Closing Of Libraries
Others In Accident Are Recovering Continues To Seethe In Fulton County
A mounting swell of public indignation over the
prospective closing of the entire Fulton County library
system began to take shape this week as some of the pe-
tition signers discovered they had been lulled into the
belief that the petition was only to "reduce their house
taxes", and other misrepresentations.
One irate signer told The News
Monday that she had stopped at a
local service station and was ap-
proached by a local man who thrust
the petition at her, asked her if she
wanted to "reduce the taxes on her
house", and "if, she did, sign this."
She signed it. Now that she has dis-
covered that the petition meant
closing the County library system,
she stated that she had written a
letter to the Couny Court Clerk
asking that her signature be re-
moved.
County Judge Elmer Curce told
The News VVedneWay that a num-
ber of such letters have begun ar-
riving at the courthouse in Hick-
man and will be handed to the
Purgation Board when it meets to
go over the validity of the 1,533
names' on the petition. "But",
stated Judge Cruce, "I don't think
the letters will do any good. I don't
think the Board will recognize
them."
Judge Cruce admitted that a
legal opinion from the Attorney-
General's office will have to be ob-
tained to decide several courses in
this latest episode iavolving, first,
the imposing of a special library
tax last summer to support the
Students Charged
In Campus Fracas
At UT-Martin
Two former students at Univer-
sity of Tennessee at Martin involv-
ed in a Halloween shooting incident
have waived preliminary hearing in
Weakley County Creneral Sessions
Court at Dresden:-
William B. Miesse Jr., 18, son of
Dr. and Mrs. Wiram B. Mtesse of
Germantown, and Jerry Lynn
Smith, 20, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mar-
vin E. Smith of Brownsville, were
represented by their attorney.
Judge Robert G. Jeeter held them
to the action of the grand jury.
They are free on $1,000 bond each.
Judge Jeeter said if the youths
are indicted a trial will be set in
December.
The youths are charged with as-
sault to commit a felony. Warrants
Photo On Page Eight
HOMEMAKERS TO MEET
The Crutchfield Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Gerald
Binford at 10:30 a. m. next Tues-
day, November 21.
The Victory Homemakers will
meet with Mrs. James Sublette,
same time and date.
HEAT FURNISHED
The City of South Fulton will fur-
nish heat for the gym at East
School (formerly Rosenwald) for
meetings of the Northwest Eco-
nomic Development Council to be
held there, as well as for various
recreational activities planned.
ATLANTA CONFERENCE
South Fulton Mayor Ruddle,
Commissioner Allison and acting
City Manager James Hickman have
made application to the Housing
Urban development committee for
a meeting in Atlanta this month.
The meeting will seek to obtain
Federal assistance for the water
extension program in South Fulton.
system, and now, the petition for
removal of the tax. The tax for this
fiscal year meanwhile has already
been colected, and a ruling will be
sought as to what to do with it.
Meanwhile, the libraries and
Fulton and Hickman are still open.
and the bookmobile is making its
daily rounds to serve areas needing
it.
An ironic note for Fulton Coun-
tians this week came in a report
from Frankfort by Governoi
Breathitt. The report, not motivated
by the local controversy, just hap-
pened to coincide with the Fulton
County situation.
Said Governor Breathitt: "It
looks as if we have succeeded in
our goal—providing Kentuckians in
qualifying areas with excellent li-
brary facilities that are big on
quality and variety."
This is how Breathitt has describ-
ed a four-year report from the Ken-
tucky Department of Libraries on a
$7.8 million building program. The
Department is providing new or
remodeled library and community
centers across the state. Twenty-
nine counties have benefited from
this program since 1963.
"In contrast to some states," the
report says, "which have not
qualified for the full Federal allot-
ments for library construction or
remodeling projects, Kentucky has
successfully used all Federal funds
available each year for the past
few years and has even qualified
for some funds which were not
used by other states."
The report said that during the
past four years the Department of
Libraries has selected, catalogued,
processed and delivered to regional
libraries and Bookmobiles a total
of 564,930 books.
Breathitt said that his adminis-
tration has also placed special em-
phasis on its statewide Bookmobile
program. "Since 1963, the State has
purchased 66 new Bookmobiles and
now owns 104 of the "libraries on
wheels, "more than any other
state."
IT MUST HAVE BEEN THE "RESTLESS ATMOSPHERE" —
Cockeyed Kentucky Election Causes Many An Editor To Wonder
This, Vou might s-ay, is a "final gasp" of the 1967
Kentucky Governor's race in Kentucky.
What happened???
Why did Henry Ward's own first district turn
against him so in last week's election? What caused such
a Republican swing in this heavily-Democratic district
. . . against, of all people, a native son who has literally
worked miracles for his area during his 20 years with
Parks and Highways??? Why was he tried and found
wanting against an opponent whose only public office
has been that of a County Judge? Why did the Demo-
cratic candidate for Lieutenant-Governor win, yet the
Democratic candidate for GOVERNOR lose??
We're not setting up a wailing 
wall, mind you, but WHAT happen- a few comments from area papers
ed?? on the subject . all off-hand ob-
it might be interesting to review servations of the various editors.
made as they ran a quick analysis
of their own, in their respective
counties.
MARSHALL COURIER, BENTON:
Ward received 3,198 votes, Nunn
polled 3,067 . . . yet Marshall Coun-
ty has 11,583 voters. In the May
primary Nunn received 185 votes
against his opponent, Marlow Cook,
who received 73. Said Scott Smith,
"I guess it's back to the dusty
drawing-board with the crumbled
scratch pads and dull pencils . . .
all my predictions of a Ward victory
hit the wastebasket about 8: pm
. . • • • There will be many an-
swers for the defeat, but the prime
target was Ward himself • • • in
the wars of Kentucky politics there
is little place for chivalry . . ."
HERALD-LEDGER, EDDYVILLE:
The outcome was a surprise to
many veteran observers. Many
blamed the Democratic failure on
"national" issues rather than lo-
cal, which Nunn had succeeded in
injecting into the campaign, and
which his Democratic opponent,
Henry Ward, went to great lengths
to avoid, saying the campaign
should be fought on purely local
issues since a governor could have
little control over any national
issue.
Other theories as to the upset vic-
tory of the Republicans touched on
the personalities of the candidates
themselves. Ward is known as a
blunt individualist and well known
throughout the state from his many
years of public service. Some are
of the opinion that Nunn's timing
with his slogan "its time for a
change" was accepted by the voters
and thus his election.
Nunn himself expressed the opin-
ion that the outcome of the election
that the outcome should serve
warning on 1600 Pennsylvania Ave-
nue. He apparently meant that the
national image of the Democratic
party was suffering because of na-
tional issues—Vietnam War, high
taxes, excessive federal spending—
to mention a few of the current
voter gripes.
None of these theories, in themsel-
ves, will hold up, since Democrat
(Continued on Page Tirol
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Cockeyed Kentucky Election Causes Many An Editor
To Scratch His Head As He Ponders The Results
(Continued From -Page One)
Wendell Ford was elected Lt. Gover-
nor, as well as other state officers in-
cluding veteran Thelma Stovall and
John Breckinridge.
It was not a complete Republican
victory and thus could not be inter-
preted as a repudiation of the Demo-
cratic party. A combination of several
theories would more nearly explain the
victory.
TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, BENTON:—
Ward really lost the race in the
First District, long-time Democratic
stronghold, which gave him a majority
of only 15,517 votes compared to the
28,000 majority given Governor Ed
Breathitt four years ago when he de-
feated Nunn by 13,000 votes.
Marshall County contributed
strongly to the First District Demo-
cratic collapse by giving Ward a mere
131-vote majorty, compared to a ma-
jority of 1420 given Breathitt four
years ago.
The Marshall County vote Tuesday
was 3198 for Ward and 3067 for Nunn.
Four years ago the county gave Breath-
itt 3655 to 2235 for Nunn, with slight-
ly more than 400 more people going to
the polls this year.
McLEAN COUNTY NEWS,
CALHOUN:—
For the first time in history Mc-
Lean county was carried by a Republi-
can candidate who won the governor's
race. Nunn received 1465 votes-27
more than Ward who had 1438. The
last time McLean voted for a Republi-
can gubernatorial candidate was in
1915 when Edwin P. Morrow was de-
feated by his Democratic opponent.
It was only eight years ago that
Combs carried McLean county by 968
votes. Many people feel that this great
decrease in Democratic votes was
caused, not by Nunn's strength, but by
an anti-Breathitt, anti-Johnson vote.
Nunn had campaigned with the slogan,
"It's time for a change". He promised
to "wipe out dangerous state debts",
"stop the ever-increasing state taxes,"
and in general, "give the government
back to the people."
NEWS
-DEMOCRAT,
RUSSELLVILLE:—
Logan County Democrats lost
their key to the state capital Tuesday.
Republican Louie Nunn was elected
Governor of Kentucky.
Emerson "Doc" Beauchamp's Lo-
gan County Democratic organization
did its part to hold the fortress—Henry
Ward carried this county with a 2030-
vote majority.
But the gates to Frankfort folded
under a Republican onslaught that was
aided no little by dissendent Demo-
crats — chief among them Albert Ben-
jamin Chandler.
There was nothing for Ward to
complain about in his Logan vote. It
was just 59 votes under the majority
Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt received
four years ago when Breathitt carried
Logan against Louie Nunn by 4464 to
2375.
As for Louie Nunn, he had reason
to be satisfied with his Logan lieuten-
ants. Only a handful in number, they
took on one of Kentucky's most formi-
dable Democratic machines and slug-
ged it out toe to toe, beginning with a
pre-election court contest over absen-
tee ballots, letters to the editor of The
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Courier Journal predicting election
fraud on Tuesday, and the assignment
of special challengers from out-of-
county to suspect polling places in var-
ious Logan communities.
UNION COUNTY ADVOCATE,
MORGANFIELD:—
In losing Ward, the former State
Highway Commissioner, failed to
break a long-standing precedent of no
administration being able to succeed
itself for more than one term. Bert T.
Combs was elected in 1959 after de-
feating Chandler-backed Harry Lee
Waterfield in the primary. The Combs
administration was successful in nam-
ing its successor when Breathitt won,
but the latter failed Tuesday in extend-
ing the tenure to 12 years.
Opposition to the so-called "dy-
nasty" at Frankfort, the unpopularity
of the Breathitt administration, the
Court of Appeals 100 percent property
assessment ruling, and general opposi-
tion to the Democratic national admin-
istration all contributed to Ward's de-
feat.
TIMES-ARGUS, CENTRAL CITY:—
Kentucky voters certainly proved
the validity of the old saying that "in
Kentucky the politics are the damdest."
The voters throughout the state
scratched, horse-traded, stayed at
home and performed various other
electorial shenanagins to elect a Re-
publican governor, a Democrat lieuten-
ant governor and split up various other
state offices between the two parties.
And while this was going on
throughout the state, the Muhlenberg
County .voters were repeating their
frequent habit of managing to be on
the losing side in governor's elections.
A total of 7,380 votes were cast in
Muhlenberg County Tuesday.
While Republican Louie B. Nunn
was winning the governor's race by de-
feating Democrat Henry Ward in the
state by approximately 26,000 votes,
he lost Muhlenberg County by 85 vot-
es.
The strongest vote-getter in Muh-
lenberg County was Democrat Wendell
Ford of Owensboro who beat Republi-
can Thomas Ratliff by 734 votes in the
race for lieutenant governor. Ford got
4,086 votes to 3352 for Ratliff.
KENTUCKY STANDARD,
BARDSTOWN:—
More than twice as many persons
voted Republican as are registered Re-
publicans here.
Nunn's victory is considered by
most political leaders to have been a
protest vote — at long-time reign of the
Democrats in Kentucky, at LBJ in
Washington, even at circumstances laid
to Democrats in local communities.
KENTUCKY LABOR NEWS,
LOUISVILLE.—
Kentucky labor—like the rest of
the state's population—faces an uncer-
tain four years. A Republican Gover-
nor, a Democrat Lieutenant Governor,
a mixed cabinet, a dwindling Demo-
cratic majority in the House and Sen-
ate—and a stunned Kentucky wonder-
ing how and why it happened.. .
Louie Nunn was a better politic-
ian. He reminded us for the world of
the potato peeler salesman at the State
Fair, or, perhaps, a used car salesman
who would emphasize the quality of
the rear view mirror while failing to
point out that a rod had been thrown
through the motor block! (We remem-
ber that the potato peeler salesman
sold a lot of potato peelers!) Anyway,
the election is over, and half of the citi-
zens of Kentucky who were eligible to
vote have cast their ballot. The other
half stayed at home and have no rea-
son to complain.
Yep, the election is over. And as
we said last week, if it's "time for a
change" down here in the First Dis-
trict, we will be extremely interested,
during the next four years, in seeing
what kind of change it was time for.
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LIFE'S. SCARS
They say the world is round, and yet
I often think it square;
So many little hurts we get
From corners here and there.
But one great truth in life I've found,
While journeying to the West -
The only folks who really wound
Are those we love the best.
The man you thoroughly despise
Can rouse your wrath, 'tis true;
Annoyance in your heart will rise
At things mere strangers do;
But those are only passing ills,
This rule all lives will prove;
The rankling wound which aches and thrills
Is dealt by hands we love.
The choicest garb, the sweetest grace,
Are oft to strangers shown;
The careless mien, the frowning face,
Are given to our own.
We flatter those we scarcely know,
We please the fleeting guest,
And deal full many a thoughtless blow
To those who love us best.
Love does not grow on every tree,
Nor true hearts yearly bloom.
Alas for those who only see
This cut across a tomb!
But soon or late, the fact grows plain
To all through sorrow's test:
The only folks who give us pain
Are those we love the best.
— Ella Wheeler Wilcox
The Parson
Speaks
GENERAT HINTS CONCERNIN(;
CHURCH MANNERS.
SCRIPTURE TEXT: "How arni
able are thy tabernacles, 0 Lotr
of host, My soul longeth, Nt,
even fainteth for the courts of it,,.
Lord."
The real Christian is a gentlemen
or lady. In social life he graceful
ly conforms not to the world, he
prompt and polite: in God's hou.e
he always shows due reverence
Some people who behave I.!i
enough elsewhere are thoughtles,
and awkward in God's sanctuary
1—PREPARATION FOR CHURcli
Bustle and confusion should he
avoided. Spend a little time ir
meditation. E x p el distractin:t
thoughts. Shut out worldly cares
Get the Lord's day spirit. Go to
church, not because it is fashion-
able to do so, not because you feel
it to be a stern duty, but becau,e
your soul "Iongeth, yea, even
fainteth, for the courts of the
Lord."
2—GO TO CHURCH ON TIME
It is not good to rush into church
after services have begun. Person.
who resist in doing so lose much
themselves and seriously disturb
those who have been more prompt
3—SPEND THE FIRST MOMENT
In SILENT PRAYER
I like the custom our early
fathers had of kneeling for a mo.
ment after entering the pew. If one
does not want to kneel, the head
may be bowed at least and a brief
prayer be offered for the blessinz
of God on the gathering and for
oneself. Then the worshiper who
has good manners will remora
quiet until services begin. In some
churches talking, jesting, laufrnim:
and regular social visitation are in
(Continued on Page Seven)
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By Seconds Rowlett
Today many parents read to the
pre-school child who cannot read
for himself. Very often a child will
come in the library and want a
certain book that he "has already
read" because he wants to take it
home and "read it to mother and
father". ,Because these young chil-
dren show such an interest in
books, this week let's examine
some of the books that they enjoy
reading and often learning by
heart.
LITTLE WRANGLER by Nancy
Wood. The Durango Kid could ride
a horse and sometimes rope a
steer, and he's gone on spring
roundup often enough to know near-
ly all there is to know about it. But
he's never before worked with five
hundred bawling, snorting cattle in
a corral, and that was his job on
spring roundup this year. The day
began well enough. He and his old
horse Geronimo rounded up a batch
of cattle and drove them to the cor-
ral without a hitch. But when it
came time to sort the herd, the
Kid's troubles began—in the shape
Of two angry steers. Cowboy buffs
and children everywhere will be
delighted by this warmhearted
-and amusing story and by Myron
Wood's stunning photographs,
which capture all the exciting de-
tail of spring roundup on a ranch
in the West.
HARRY AND THE LADY NEXT
DOOR by Gene Zion. Here, in a
book that beginning readers can
actually read to themselves, is
more about the popular hero of
HARRY THE DIRTY DOG and NO
ROSES FOR HARRY! Harry loved
all his neighbors except one—the
lady next door. The lady next door
sang. Harry thought she made the
worst noise he had ever heard.
Even the firemen and the peanut
man, who were used to nerve-jang-
ling sounds, had to cover their ears
when they heard her. But no one
did anything about it — except
Harry. Harry's first and second at-
tempts to improve the lady's sing-
ing were unsuccessful, leading only
to nights in the dog house for him.
But his third try led to a wonderful
surprise for both the lady next door
and Harry. The enchantingly ab-
surd pictures and the very funny
words complement each other per-
fectly in a book that young readers
will greet with delight.
NEXT DOOR TO LAURA LINDA
by Janice May Udry. One summer
things were just not the way that
Laura Linda wanted them to be.
Worst of all, the house next door
was empty and there was no one
for a playmate. Twisting herself
around and around in her
swing, Laura Linda wishes a girl—
a very special kind of girl—will
move next door. As it often happens
with wishes, some of Laura Linda's
come true and some don't. But
Laura Linda makes a happy dis-
covery all by himself. Is it one
other children can share? It will
be a sad world indeed if they can-
not. Janice Udry has made the
wistful, day-dreamy girl in her
story very real, and Meg Wehl-
berg's pictures in many lovely
colors have caught both mood and
action. It's a just-right combination
of author and artist to insure de-
light.
THE GIANT ALEXANDER AND
THE CIRCUS by Frank Herrmann.
Alexander is the sixty-foot-high
giant with the big brown beard—
he looks rather fierce but isn't
really—who has already made
hosts of friends in his first advent-
ure. In this new story he joins the
circus, draws in the crowds and
proves a huge success. He comes
on with the baby elephants, one in
each pocket. He appears with the
three clowns, especially his friend
Piccadilly. But he always finds
time to help friends and neighbors
and becomes ct local hero when he
puts out a terrible fire. His ingeni-
ous and delightful adventures are
exactly matched by the color and
detail of George Him's drawings.
THREE TO GET READY by Bet-
ty Boegehold. This is the story of
three kittens—George, Ginger, and
Gigi—and their mother. Their
mother is always there. She com-
forts George when be gets lost in
the dark, chides Gigi for her self-
ishness in taking the birthday Pres-
ent meant for George, and teaches
Ginger how to climb down from a
high tree. Math Chalmers, who has
brought so much warmth and hum-
or to the many books she has illus-
trated, has surpassed herself in the
pictures for this book. Children will
love gentle Mother Cat and delight
in the antics of the bouncy (and of-
ten disobedient!) kittens.
FROM THE FILES:—
Turning Back The Clock
November 21, 1947
Rev. James G. Heisner, popular pastor of the First
Baptist Church in Dresden, Tenn., has accepted the call
of the local Baptists to become pastor here. He will oc-
cupy the pulpit at both morning and evening services on
Sunday, November 30.
The Illinois Central Service Club has arranged with
Sebra Evans, train master, Memphis ,to entertain on De-
cember 4 at 7 p. m. in the Science Hall at Carr Institute
with a "Night of Magic". He will be assisted by his two
daughters in a full evening of entertainment, proving
that the hand is quicker than the eye.
An invitation to "trip the light fantastic" is being
issued by Hugh Fly, manager of Smith's Cafe, to attend
a dance being held Friday night at the new and re-
modeled Rainbow Room atop the Steak House. If well
received, Mr. Fly will make the dances weekly events on
Fridays from 9 p. m. to 1 a. m.
Austin Adkinson, editor of the Daily Leader, has ac-
cepted a position with the Associated Press in Columbia,
S. C.
Miss Reba Weldon, bride-elect of Edgar W. Young-
er, was honored Wednesday, November 12, with a linen
shower given by Mrs. A. E. Younger at her home on
Vine Street.
In a wedding of simplicity, Miss Reba Weldon,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Weldon of Martin, be-
came the. bride of Edgar W. Younger. son .of Mr. and
Mrs. A. E. Younger of Fulton. The ceremony was held in
the Methodist Church with Rev. W. E. Mischke officiat-
ing. Miss Elaine Thorne of Martin was maid of honor and
James Browder of West Point, Miss., formerly of Fulton,
was best man. After a two weeks wedding trip, the
couple will be at the home of his parents on Vine Street
for a short while, then they will move into their apart-
ment.
Miss Evelyn Powell of St. Louis, Mo., was honored
Wednesday with a delicious dessert luncheon and a
bridge party, given by her gracious hostess, Mrs. Daisy
Terry at the home of Mrs. J. D. White on Eddings Street.
Games of contract were enjoyed during the afternoon,
with Mrs. J. D. Davis reeciving high score, Mrs. Clanton
Meacham second high, Mrs. George Doyle third, Mrs.
Ann Whitnel fourth, and Mrs. Herbert Carr low. Each
received a nice prize.
Mr. and Mrs. Tubb Yates announce the marriage of
their daughter, Marion, to Billy Lee Clark, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Vester Clark. The ceremony was solemnized
Sunday, November 16, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Covington. Miss Susie Lee Clements was maid of honor
and James M. Yates, brother of the bride, was best man.
The couple will be at the home of the bride's parents for
a short while before leaving on their wedding trip. When
they return, they will make their home near the bride-
groom's father east of town.
Mrs. Lela Stubblefield and Mrs. R. A. Fowlkes were
hostesses last Thursday afternoon to a bridge party at
the home of Mrs. Fowlkes. Prizes were won by Mrs. Ann
Whitnel, high score; Mrs. L. 0. Bradford, second high;
Mrs. Slaydon Douthett, consolation.
Palestine: Bro. C. E. Boswell, Jr., our new pastor,
filled the pulpit Sunday. He, his wife and daughter were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Evans.
The committee to plan the food for a turkey supper
Friday night for the church at community house met
with Mrs, Gus Browder Monday, cothposed-of Mrs. A.
M. Browder, Mrs. Robert Watts, Mrs. Gus Browder and
Mrs. Lewis Thompson.
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Letter From Washington
by
Mrs .John Sherman Cooper
Last night the President and Mrs.
Johnson gave a State dinner for the
King and Queen of Nepal at the
White House. The one hundred and
forty guests assembled in the East
Room before the music of "Hail to
the Chief" announced the arrival
of the President and Mrs. Johnson
and their royal visitors. We were
seated at round tables in the State
dining room. I was at Mrs. John-
son's table who had the King on her
right, then me. and thrm Senator
Gale McGee of Wyoming.
The King is nlannine to snend
two weeks in Alaska hunting Kodiak
bear, the largest and most feroci-
ous of the bear family. Senator
McGee told him of the moose, elk,
grizzly, and brown hear in Wyom-
ing, and the King explained the
way tiger and buffalo are hunted
in Nepal. In the United States, hunt-
ers stalk and track big game, as
they do in East Africa. Only very
occasionally is a halt put out to
lure the animal. In India, where
there are greater tiger shoots, the
guns stand in a line many yards
away from each other, and beaters
walk through the fields toward the
guns, heating the high yellow grass
with their sticks to flush the tigers
from their covers, in the same
manner grouse is driven in the
highlands of Scotland.
The Nepalese way of shooting
tiger and the dangerous wild buf-
falo is unique. The hunting party
travels to the Terai, a province on
the borders of India, where there is
the most abundant game in the
world, as no one is allowed to shoot
without the permission of the gov-
ernment. Scouts are sent out be-
forehand to report where the great-
est number of tiger have been spot-
ted. At dawn, a cavalcade of sixty
elephants, each ridden by his ma-
hout, and belonging to the King,
travels through the jungle to the
plains. When they reach the open-
ing, they form a mammoth circle,
always growing closer together.
There are only two guns, or hunt-
ers. at one time. They leave the
circle, on their elephants, and pick
SUNSET DRIVE-IN
between Martin and Union City
Thur., Fri., Sat., Sun., Mon.
November 16 thru 20
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts at 6:45
Susan Oliver, Richard Todd
THE LOVE-INS
nnd at 9:00
C'MON, LET'S LrvE A
LITTLE
— CLOSED —
Tues., Wed., Nov. 21, 22
MRS JOHN SHERMAN
their way through the tall yellow
grass to the middle of the circle.
If a tiger is flushed, shot, and only
wounded, it will charge the hunter
and his elephant, or try to break out
of the circle. The royal elephants
are famous for standing fast until
the hunter gets another shot,--but
they have been known to stampede,
and the animal has a good chance
of attacking the hunter. The King
told us that he only organizes this
shoot once a year to keep down the
numbers of tiger and other ani-
mals that molest the villagers.
Our ambassador to Nepal, Carol
Laise, accompanied the Nepalese
party to Washington. She is an at-
tractive and capable foreign ser-
vice career officer who served un-
der my husband in the United Na-
tions and when he was the last am-
bassador to both India and Nepal.
She was recently married to Ells-
worth Bunker, our ambassador to
South Viet Nam. At the end of
the State dinner when the President
addressed the King, he said, Your
country, sir, has a romatic reputa-
tion. It is confirmed by an unusual
bond between our two nations. We
have diplomatic relations with 111
countries, but only your country
has, in effect, two American am-
bassadors. Ambassadors Laise and
Bunker were married this year in
your capital. Their union is our
good fortune and yours. It is also a
union unique in our diplomatic his-
tory."
Fulton Students Compete
For Outstanding Honors
From The FHS "KENNEL"
Cindy Homra and David Dunn
have been chosen as the two Out-
standing Teenagers from Fulton
High School. The faculty chose
these two seniors to compete for
the title of Outstanding Teenager of
America.
Long Distance rates are
lowest AFTER 8 P.M.
everyday and
ALL DAY SUNDAY. Dial
your own Long Distance
calls and get the low
station-to-station rates.
Save up to 35% over
person-to-person calls.
Southern Bell
LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS
THE NEWS welcomes expres-
sions from its readers. Such
Items must be signed but
name will be omitted from
publication If requested.
106 Circle Drive
S. Fulton, Tenn.
November 10, 1967.
Fulton County News
Fulton, Ky.
Dear Sir:
Having read that Fulton might
lose it's Library, I just had to write
this letter.
I wonder how many that signed
that petition have been to the li-
brary during vacation, after school
or on a Saturday and seen the
number of children and high school
students taking advantages of the
facilities offered there. Some are
listening to records, some are read-
ing, and others browsing for a book
to take home to read. Can you think
of a better place to be? Mrs. Mc-
- Daniels, the librarian. tells me that
COOPER over half the books taken out are by
...young people.
Having been an avid reader all my
life, I can't imagine a few people
begruding a few dollars that gives
so much pleasure to so many.
I hope the signers of the petition
will reconsider or we can find some
way to keep this fine thing in our
community.
Its true I live in South Fulton,
Tennessee, but I would consider it
a pleasure and a privilege to be
taxed for such a cause.
Sincerely yours,
(Mrs.) Nora Lee Howell
November 9, 1967
Editor, The News:
I want to thank the people all
across Kentucky who worked so
hard for me in this campaign. I ap-
preciate the effort for the entire
Democratic team.
Last Tuesday, the people of Ken-
tucky selected Louie Nunn to be
governor for the next four years
and me to be lieutenant governor.
They also elected three other Demo-
crats as state officials. By Con-
situation and statute, Mr. Nunn
will have certain obligations and
responsibilities and so will I. I in-
tend to carry out my responsibili-
ties as lieutenant governor to the
best of my ability.
I do not intend to be an obstruc-
tionist in any sense of the word.
Only if it should become a matter
of principle, will I exercise the
right to oppose; that the people
should expect of me and I would
have done the same if Henry Ward
had been elected.
Kentucky has made great pro-
gress in the past few years because
of many good programs which
have been put into effect. I want to
assure the people of Kentucky and
Mr. Nunn that the guiding princi-
ple for me during my term of of-
fice will be what is best for the
people of Kentucky. I am confident
the members of the Legislature
and the state elected officials in-
cluding the Democrats will act in
the same manner.
Wendell Ford
Hyland, Higgins
Pledge At MSU
Two students from Fulton are
pledging Alpha Beta Alpha, a li-
brary science fraternity, at Murray
State University.
They are Anita Hyland, 203 West
Smith Street, Fulton, and Marian
Higgins, Route 3, South Fulton.
Miss Hyland, a senior, is major-
ing in library science education.
Miss Higgins ,a junior, is majoring
in library science and history.
FIRST NEWSPAPER
Lexington was the birthplace of
the first newspaper published in
Kentucky. John Bradford, without
any previous experience as a print-
er or editor, published the first
edition of The Kentucky Gazette
Aug. 11, 1787.
Mr. Robertson
a few moments later
ly, no students were
concentrates as he drives
Mr. Robertson
within earshot.
a nail into the woodwork. Only
missed and hit his finger. Fortunate-
Industrial Arts Teacher Renders
Valuable Aid In Repairs Of FHS
From The FHS "KENNEL"
A visitor to our school might
think we are a very unruly bunch or
swear that he is witnessing a riot
by the banging, crashing, shrieking
sounds audible throughout the
building. The students know, how-
ever, that it's just Mr. Robertson
fixing this or building that to im-
prove our school.
During the current school year
Mr. Robertson has donated his time
and skills innumerable times for the
benefit of our school and communi-
ty.
Mr. Robertson is the man called
on when something needs fixing,
which is quite often. As our school
well knows from the past, he's a
handy man to have around when
light fixtures start falling like aut-
umn leaves.
About a month ago Mr. Robert-
son assembled, painted and repair-
ed the Banana Festival Hospitality
Booths. Without his help, the Ba-
nana Festival might not have been
the success it was.
Every year he is called upon by
the cheerleaders to paint the mega-
phones. This year was no different
because they would otherwise never
be painted.
Right now Mr. Robertson is work-
ing on the "new" teachers' lounge.
The lounge is a place where our
poor, nerve-wracked teachers can
drink cokes, talk, and have their
minor mental breakdowns, out of
the sight of the students. It also in-
cludes a private rest room for the
teachers. Mr. Robertson, with the.
help of some of his shop students,
sealed one door and built another
in preparing the lounge.
Our school owes Mr. Robertson
a great debt of gratitude, for with-
out his donated time, working on
school projects, there are many
things we would otherwise do with-
out.
Tragedy Of Macbeth Smile Even If ---
Reviewed By Seniors
From The FHS "KENNEL"
Have you seen any strange sights
lately? Things like FHS seniors
walking around chanting witch-
craft? Have you heard such choice
phrases as "Double, double toil and
trouble . . ." or "Tomorrow, and
tomorrow, and tomorrow, creeps in
this pretty pace from day to
day . . " Hummm? Have you?
Haven't you teachers wondered
why sometimes such names as
Dunsinane or Lady McDuff were
scribbled on the edges of the re-
ports or homework or drawings
handed in to you? Is that what's
been botherir.g you lately?
Well the simple answer is that
it's that time of year again. That
time when Mr. Shakespeare and his
three witches come creeping out of
the woodwork of Room 16, former-
ly known an Mrs. Bennett's Eng-
lish IV, to haunt and harass an-
other group of seniors. It seems to
be a tradition with the FHS Eng-
lish department that every senior
that leaves these hallowed halls
must have Macbeth in his soul!
The seniors have been studying
Macbeth by following along in their
books while they listen to a re-
cording of the play. This is why you
may have heard thunder and light-
ning in second hour studyhall! It
seems there's always a storm go-
ing on just to keep things livened
up.
When asked, Mrs. Bennett said
that there would be very little dra-
matizing of this play. Besides! We
wouldn't want to lose anyone in a
death scene!
ENGEL ELECTED
Lee Engel; son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Engel, was elected treasurer of
the sophomore class at Murray
State University in the recent class
assembly election. He is majoring
in predentistry and is a member
of Pi Kappa Alpha national social
fraternity.
From The FHS "KENNEL"
You are fixing to take a shower
and have on a sweat shirt with
your hair rolled up.
You have a book-report the next
day and haven't even checked out a
book.
You have a date for an important
event and forgot to get a corsage.
You fall down right in front of the
one person you are trying to act
super-cool with.
You flunk a big chemistry or his-
tory test.
You get caught chewing gum in
the Publications Room (Senior
Lounge).
It is the day you get your report
cards.
You have just gotten THE LET-
TER from the Draft Board.
You are s-a-d.
You flunked.
You don't want to
You can't.
You have just seen your steady
with one of your same sex.
You see hot dogs on the menu
again.
You haven't studied for a pop
test.
You have a flat tire without a
spare.
You are the last one in the cafe-
teria line.
You see Mrs. Cardwell coming
with a stack .
You don't understand what's go-
ing on in chemistry.
Three FHS Gridders
Make WKC "A" Team
Three Fulton High School grid-
ders have been named to the WKC
Class "A" honorary team for 1967.
The three include:
David Peeples, 5' 10", 170-1b,
junior, named a back on the offen-
sive team; Max Omar, 6-foot one-
inch 195-113. senior, defensive tackle,
and Eddy Williamson, 5-foot 10-
inch 165-1b. senior, defensive end.
Winterproof Your Porch or Breezeway
Look For Genuine
ONLY 3 RunnIttp Ft.
Also In 28' and AS' widths
CK UP tiote CLEAR
Tack Over
Windows & Doorstroo
with Genuine Shatterproof
FLEX-0-G LASS
Costs So Little, Anyone Can Afford RI
$20.00 Is all that it takes to cover an average
screen porch ...a breezeway less than $15.00.
Have a dry, protected room for children's play
or storage area all winter long,
The Only Plastic Window Material that
carries a 2-YEAR GUARANTEk
The name Warp's Slaf..t. l. iinted on
  the edge for your protection.
FLEX-0 GLASS At Your Local Hdwr. or Lmbr. Dealer
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Frlelds
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
11 a. m. and the evening worship
was the class and congregational
singing. Rev. and Mrs. Rogers,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cherry
were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Burnett Lintz.
Rev, and ails. Dallas Hemphill,
of Union City, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Grover True the past Sunday after-
noon. They were accompanied home
by their sister, Mrs. Monroe Mc-
Clain, who will visit several days
in the Hemphill home.
Word was received here the past
Saturday of the death of Mrs.
James McClure's mother, who pass-
ed away at her home in Pennsyl-
vania, where the aged lady had
been in declining health for some
time, Mr. and Mrs. McClure left
for the east Saturday night, to at-
tend the funeral and burial, which
takes place there the early part of
this week.
Dewey Ainley is a patient in-
Hiliview Hospital, suffering from
some broken ribs, sustained in a
fall from a crib, housing corn. As
he fell from the grainery, the farm
wagon, tractor drawn, ran on to
his body, inflicting the injuries. All
his friends here wish for him a
speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mathis, of
our village, are about the same.
Each is able to be up and around
the house.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
and sons, Mark and Stevie, of Mar-
tin, visited their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Buton Lassiter, last Saturday.
Bro. Charles Wall filled the pulpit
at Knob Creek Church of Christ the
past Sunday at 11 a. m. Bible study
begins at 10 a. m.
Mrs. Cecil S. Hall, of Detroit, is
in Union City, house guest of her
sister-in-law, Mrs. Eunice Mc-
Corke. She is enjoying her visit
with all relatives in South Fulton
and District 17 in Weakley County.
Farmers are quite busy every
available moment in the fields,
combining beans and also picking
the remainder of late corn crop.
The yield has been reported good,
excellent in some cases. Still some
of each crop remaining in fields.
Sometimes you will see two tract-
ors used to get the loads out from
STRATEGIC SITE
Two Civil War battles were fought
for the town of Cynthiana, Ky.
FIRST WOMAN LAWMAKER
The first woman elected to the
Kentucky Legislature was , Mrs.
Elliott Flanery, a representative
from Boyd County, elected in 1921.
low and marshy places. Now the
harvesting of Jap seed begins and,
with good weather, the task will be
finished very soon. The acreage of
Jap was small compared with
former years.
This writer urges each and all
readers of this column to use ac-
curate measurements in your reci-
pes when you start your Thanks-
giving holiday cooking. Remember
that and follow instructions in your
recipe.
Transparent
Plastic
STORM
WINDOW
18 Foot
Plastic Sloro • Fib,. Moulding • Nails
READY TO TACK ON
Fulton Hdwe. & Furn.
Lake Street Phone 472-1101
WE HAVE THE GENUINE
41/ATOP QUALITY
WINDOW
Val, MATERIALS
HOLD IN HEAT - KEEP OUT COLD
Cheap., than glass—For Storm
Doors & Windows, Perch End 
FLEX-O- GLASS
GLASS-0-NET
F-WYR-0•GLAS
ASCREEN-GLAS
FLEX-0-PANE
A. HUDDLESTON CO.
Main Street Phone 472-3323
WE HAVE th
• CRYSTAL CLEAR
• CUT, TACK, SEW or SEAL
• HUNDREDS OF USES
INDOOkS 11. OUTDOORS
X.=
Only
334
I, ft
34 1441. wide
Builder's Supply, Inc.
501 Walnut Phone 472-1434
sEAVEN HILL
ALLAMERiAeN BOURBON
from Kentucky
HEAVEN HILL, "made from a
time-honored formula since
1788," is truly an ALL-AMERI-
CAN BOURBON. Due to unparal-
leled uniformity, Gentle taste,
smooth flavor, distinctive aroma,
Kentucky craftsmanship, fine
quality and moderate price, we
sayT
41,000,000 CAN'T OUT A
BETTER SOME OF BOURBON
°Heaven Hill
I Distilleries, Inc.
1967
1 I 71 111 g
6 YEARS
OLD
90 PROOF
(GREEN
LABEL)
Distilled And Bottled By Heeven Hill Distilleries, lec., Bardstown, Mose Clesty. Mate*
IIHILTON[MK
Adjacent to
V:Ittl:±'1...V. Airport
on laterstate 70
!1St. Louis...
THE
HILTON INN
IS A
HONEYMOON
HIDE-AWAY!
Hide away In a luxurious chalet on our
12 acres ... adjacent to the Municipal
AirporL There's tennis and shuffle board
courts and a swimming pool. You'll love
your "honeyroom", complete with patio
or balcony, gift bottle of champagne
and snack in your room. Munch a com-
plimentary brunch for two ...and take
your actual registration card and a room
key as souvenir' when you leave.. Yours
for just $24.50 a night.
CALL 314-426-5500
or write for Honeymoon Brochure, or for *
nsncs rtyats reserw"irt. Hilton Inn, PC.
Box 6127 Lambed NM Branch, $1. lean
•
LETS GET THE FACTS STRAIGHT
The recent action by a group of citizens of this county regard-
ing the Library and the Library Tax has created utter confusion.
This ad is for the purpose of presenting facts for your consider-
EXAMPLE
Supposed the assessed valuation of your property was $5,000.
As a result of ALL tax increases, you would have the following:
ation.
1966
Tax Rate 1966
1967
Tax Rate
1967 Increase
taxes 1967
County per $100 Taxes per $100 Over
1. The library at Fulton, at Hickman and the Bookmobile are Resident Valuation Valuation 1966
all operated as one entity, and are not separable. The petition filed General .115 5.75 .129 6.45 . 70
on November 6, 1967 is to repeal ALL the tax, which in effect would Health .024 1.20 .025 1.25 . 
OS
close ALL library facilities in this county.
School
Library
.440
0
22.00 .441
.060
22.05
3.00
. 05
3.00
TOTAL .579 28.95 .655 32.75 3.80
2. The State Department of Libraries WILL NOT continue City Resident
to operate the libraries. The original demonstration project has ex- General .115 5.75 .129 6.45 . 70
pired and will not be renewed. Health .024 1.20 .025 1.25 . 05
School .632 31.60 .680 34.26 2.60
3. Nearly all volumes and most equipment now in present
libraries was purchased by the State and would be reclaimed if
Library 0
3815
.060 3.00 3.00
TOTAL .771 .898 44.90 6.35
facilities were closed.
4. The City of South Fulton is paying a share of the cost of
operation, and these citizens ARE NOT getting service free off your
taxes.
5. The Bookmobile was furnished to the county by the State,
and all books presently circulated through the Bookmobile were
furnished by the Stale.
6 The cost of operating the Bookmobile per year is $3950.00.
There were 17.163 volumes circulated through this facility during
the last year, at a cost of 23c per volume. This FACILITY IS BEING
USED, with a recorded checkout of between 50 & 60 books at some
stops!
7. There were 62,662 volumes circulated through all facilities
during the last year. and the tax receipts will be approximately
$30.000 per year. This means that the cost per circulated volume is
less than 50c. Or, looking at this another way: 63.000 volumes cir-
culated for 11,000 population in the county means that the cost was
only 33c per person living in the county.
8. There ARE NOT any "paper back" vulgar, obscene novels
in ANY of the facilities. All books are approved by the State Dept.
of Libraries and the City-County Board. (Go see for yourself.)
9. Some teachers in the schools have geared their assignments
and research projects to the available material in these libraries since
the school libraries are very limited. The research facilities of these
libraries are excellent.
10. Industrial resource information already distributed widely
to prospective industries states that we have a fine library system.
What do you think would be the feeling when these people discover
that this facility has been closed through this action by the citizens?
11. The Chamber of Commerce is presently working with
several industrial prospects, who have visited Fulton. These people
have been shown our library facilities, and have made complimentary
comments. What do you think their attitude will be when they return
to Fulton and discover the library has been closed, and that some
citizens of this county do not desire such facilities??
12. The library building was received from the Federal Gov-
ernment by the city at no cost, except for transfer fees. The agree-
ment is that this building would be continuously used as a library.
The closing of the doors means an automatic return of title back to
the Federal Government. In this event the building would never be
made available to the city again for any purpose.
13. The tax rate to support these libraries is 6c per $100 of
assessed valuation of property as shown by the County Tax Assessor.
If, according to the County Tax Assessor you own property valued at
$1000, then your tax for library purposes is only 60c. If you do not
own any property, then you do not pay. The tax is charged ONLY on
property owned and assessed by the County Assessor.
14. The total tax increase reflected on your recent county tax
bill IS NOT all a result of the library tax. Other taxes increased
also!
General County Taxes increased 10%, City School Taxes in-
creased 10%, while the library tax was only .06c per $100 of assessed
valuation, and it seems to be catching ALL the blame for higher
taxes!
15. Taxes in Fulton County ARE NOT high in relation to other
counties of this slate as shown in following:
1966 COUNTY TAX RATE
Rate in Cents per
$100 Assessed Valuation
Less than 10
10 to 14.9
15 to 19.9
20 to 24.9
25 to 29.9
30 and over 3
1966 COUNTY SCHOOL RATE
Rate in Cents per
$100 Assessed Valuation
Less than 30
30 to 39.9
40 to 49.9
50 to 59.9
60 to 69.9
70 to 79.9
80 to 89.9 0
1966 FULTON CITY SCHOOL TAX RATE
Rate in Cents per
$100 Assessed Valuation
Less than 30
30 to 39.9
40 to 49.9
50 to 59.9
60 to 69.9
70 to 79.9
80 to 89.9
90 to 99.9
100 to 109.9
110 to 119.9
2
45  Fulton in this
48 bracket - Rank 90th
15
7
2
35
48  Fulton in this
21 bracket - Rank 62nd
11
3
0
3
12
21
19  Fulton in this
8 bracket - Rank 29th
6
3
1
1
TOTAL 74
AFTER STUDYING THESE FACTS DO
YOU STILL WANT TO CLOSE THE
LIBRARIES IN THIS COUNTY?
If you signed the petition filed on November 6th and do nothing
else - this is exactly what can happen ! !
HOWEVER, if after studying these facts, you feel the need to
keep these facilities open, then xpress this feeling to your neighbors
and friends. If your name appears on the November 6th petition, and
after being presented these facts you wish to remove your name then
mail a letter or post card to the Fulton County Court Clerk, Court
House, Hickman, Ky., requesting that your name be removed.
Paid For By Citizens Working For A Better Community!!
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HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
November 15:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Julian Shell, Mrs. Jimmie Steele,
Mrs. William Barker and baby,
Fulton; Mrs. Sylvia Elliott, Mrs.
Onie McIntyre, South Fulton; Mrs.
Curtis Thurman, Route 4, Fulton;
Ricky Gleason, Jewell Gilliam,
Water Valley; Harmon Parker,
Clinton; Charles Eddington, Route
1, Hickman; Kenneth Hastings,
Route 3, Martin.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Grace Joyner, Geraldine
McFadden, Ralph Crider, Mrs.
Leona Farris, Judy Matheny, Mrs.
Leona Jones, Coy Matheny, Ernest
Khourie, Mrs. Thomas Dedman,
Thurman Howell, Mrs. Hattie An-
derson, Mrs. Ophelia Holm, Mrs.
Bernice Henry, Mrs. Callie Harvey,
Boy Taylor, Robert Stalling, Mrs.
Robert Polsgrove, Mrs. Eva Pitt.
DUKEDOM NEWS
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
son, who had been in very poor
health for some time.
Mrs. Almon Blaylock was hos-
pitalized several days last week in
Hilview, but is now at home, re-
 
covering.
Mr. and Mrs. James McClure and
James Alford Powell have gone to
Sharon. Penn., due to the death of
Mrs. McClure's mother, Mrs. John-
man, Orville Smith, Miss Elizabeth
Wilkins, Fulton; Mrs. Ernest Stun-
son, Jennifer Moss, Mrs. Betty
Weaks, Mrs. Clella Fields, Mrs.
Ruth Speight, South Fulton; Hugh
Story, Route 1, Fulton; Carolyn
Elliott, Route 2, Fulton; Mack
Brown, Mrs. Leonard Duke, Mrs.
Pearl Carr, J. B. Byrn, Water Val-
ley; Mrs. Lorene Hart, Mrs. Bever-
ly Perry, Mrs. Grace Lawrence,
Wingo; Dewey Ainley, Dukedom;
Mrs. Clara Byrd, Route 1, Crutch-
field; Mrs. Irene Bradford, Cayce,
Clyde Channell, Mrs. Millage Har-
per, Clinton; Mrs. Annie Davis,
Hickman; Mrs. Bertha Jones,
Arlington; E. 0. Berry, Oakton;
Mrs. Lucy Lockey and baby, Route
1, Troy; Mrs. Laffie Baker, Union
City; Mrs. Beulah Phillips, Mar-
tin.
DOWN GO
PRICES!
THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY
FACTORY
OUTLET
STORES
NSNmNGREAT id 
CLOTHING 
 
Clothing Disposal Sale
218 Main St. 211 S. 6th St. 510 Main
FULTON MAYFIELD MURRAY
516 Broadway PADUCAH
SHOP NOW FOR CHRISTMAS and SAVE
MEN'S SUITS
All First Quality - Famous Brand - Sizes 34 to 54
Regulars, Longs, Extra L..eigs - Shorts and Stouts
$75.00 Man's Suits sell out at $37.77
$80.00 Men's Suits sell out at $38.77
$97.50 Men's Suits sell out at $48.77
MEN'S SPORT COATS
Famous Brands - First Quality- Sizes 34 to 48
Regulars, Longs, Extra Longs, Shorts.
$35.00 Men's Sport Coats sell out at $22.77
$40.00 Men's Sport Coats sell out at  $25.77
$45.00 Men's Sport Coats sell out at  $30.77
A Substantial Payment To Lay Away for Xmas
MEN'S ALL-WEATHER COATS
Zip-Lined - Top Quality
$32.50 Ste-Press Coats sell out at 
$25.00 All-Weathers sell out at $17.88
MEN'S TOPCOATS
First Quality - New Patterns
$65.00 Men's Topcoats sell out at  $23.77
MEN'S SWEATERS
New Fall Patterns
$ 5.95 Men's Sweaters sell out at $ 4.99
$ 7.95 Men's Sweaters sell out at $ 6.99
$ 9.95 Men's Sweaters sell out at $ 8.99
$10.95 Men's Sweaters seil out at $ 9.99
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
Perma-Press - White & Pastels - Famous Name Brand
$ 3.95 Dress Shirts sell out at .... . $ 3.49
$ 5.00 Dress Shirts sell we at $ C49
MEN'S SLACKS
Famous Brand - Latest-Styles
$ 7.95 Sta-Prest Slax sell out at $ 7.49
$ 9.95 Ste-Print Slax sell out at $ 8.88
$13.00 Sta-Prest Slax sell out at $11.88
$10.95 Dac/Wool Blend Slax Nil at $8.88 2 pair $17.77
To $15.95 Wool Slax sell out at $10.118 2 pair $20.00
$23.47
Extra Personnel To Serve You! All 4 Stores!
Hewey Poff was returned to his
home from Oklahoma City by am-
bulance on Sunday. He had surgery
in St. Anthony Hospital there re-
cently. He is doing well, we are
glad to report.
James, son of Rev .and Mrs.
Oren Stover, is at home, following
his tour of duty in Viet Nam. He
plans to enter college at Martin.
Sympathy is extencied to the fam-
ily of John Smoot, who passed away
in the Fulton Hospital, following
several weeks' illness. Burial was
in Oak Grove Cemetery on Satur-
day.
A household shower was given
for Mrs. Dale Fuller at the home
of Mrs. Ray Bruce on Saturday. A
number of friends were present
with gifts and best wishes for the
young couple. Mrs. Fuller was for-
merly Wilma Blaylock. At present
they are living with his parents
near Bell City.
The Dukedom Homemakers con-
ducted a very successful road-
block for the benefit of the Tele-
thon and collected $200.00 to add to
the regular monthly contributions
of the members.
Howard Ilarris is the new Duke-
dom postmaster, having been in-
stalled at the close of business Oc-
tober 27.
The Ray Thomas family have
moved from the Phil Parker place
to Dresden. New occupants are
Mr. and Mrs. Dunn from the Hyric
sver community.
Debbie Watkins spent the wee
end with her sister, Mrs. Jimm
Johnson in Murray.
Mrs. Lewis Cole went to Hur
boldt today for an eye examinati,
and was encouraged with the r
port she received.
GO TO CHURCH SUNCAY
It America's
most popular! Why?
We think it's excellence of product.
Years and years ago, when we decided to bake
Jane Parker Fruit Cake, we also decided to bake the best.
That's why Jane Parker Fruit Cake was then
and is today over 2/3 fruits and nuts.
Just enough delicious cake to hold together the bounty of
cherries imported from France, pineapple from the Far East,
citron from Italy, sun-drenched raisins from California
and meaty pecans from the South.
We think, too, that value has made it popular
IMAGINE, THE 5-LB. CAKE COSTS ONLY $3.99.
That's the same low price as last year
which makes it an even greater value.
Now you know why Jane Parker Fruit Cake
is America's most popular.
One other thing you should know: You can buy it only at MP.
P.S. Wouldn't it make a great gift for someone?
COPYRIGHT • 1947, THE GREAT ATLANTIC &PACIFIC TEA
 CO.. tHC.
/41AEIZICKS
FAVOWEt
JANE PARKER
SUPER-RIGHT
ORDER YOUR
TURKEY
NOW! 
SOUTHERN STARCanned Ham 
SUPER RIGHT BEEF
Rib Roast ,St 3 Ribs Lb. 99i
Chickens ROASTING 3% -Lb. & up
29
8 Lb. Can $ 29
1st 5 Ribs on
7-Inch Cuto. 0 7 t
OCOMA BONELESS
Turkey Roast 
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED FRESH
Fryers (Cut-up Or Split ... Lb. 35•4)
Lb. 
 39t
Lb  79c
""'Lb  29c
Super-Right Semi-Boneless
HA
"With No Center
FULLY
COOKED
LB.
Slices Removed"
WHOLE OR HALF
Super-Right Quality
1/4 Pork Loin 4
"Sliced Into Chops" LB. 59
Stock Up for Great Holiday Eating! Grocery Buys!
UP Cranberry
ANN PAGE
Cake Mix
ALL 19,01. VARIETIES
3 FOR 79c
Jane Parker Fruit Cake!
BUTTERMILK BREAD
(SAVE 110 4 21.01fTs1: 89t
LB.
CAKE
99
3 LB. '295 11/2 LB. 149CAKE 
Wonderfoil
ALUMINUM FOIL
Fresh Produce!
IDAHO POTATOES
U.S. #1
SIZE A 10 ILIBA.G 784
Green Onions A BUNCH
Cucumbers EACH
Turnips A POUND
ORANGE OR LEMON EA. _
(SAVE ,,c) 49t Acorn Squash
JANE PARKER
CHIFFON CAKE
EACH
AILP COORN Margarine INSTANT TEANestea
0:40 (SAVE 2804 MIS 99t 2,11. 79t
Nestle Quik
CHOCOLATE PHASE III SOAP
BATH SIZE REGULAR SIZE2 BARS 47c 2 BARS 3T
Ballard Biscuits
REGULAR OR BUTTERMILK6 8-0Z. A 9t
CANS 41
YOUR CHORE
1-L1.
CAN 394
PRELL SHAMPOO
(5C OFF) , 43, (104 OFF)
‘P 
73,„
1.7 OZ. TUBE 7-0Z. BOTTLE /I*
GLEEM TOOTHPASTE  (6"6 6.7S Oz. Tubs 69t
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. NOV. 18
Nestle's Morsels
SEMI-SWEET CHOCOLATE
8-02. PKG. 1201. PKG.
27C 53(6
''''''"`:Spry  ...- ....854 Coldwater all  ''')‘. i)jTATRL TE 714
Handy Andy "";61.".  68C Dishwasher all'Itl'434
Wisk Liquid °°7rRi-.1.  734 Vim 2.1.5. 6-0Z
. BOX 694
Fluffy all ,---..). 794 Surf 
3-LB. 2.0Z. ROX 794
"N (
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Snider Announces
Basketball Games
From The FHS "KENNEL"
Mr. Snider has announced the
1967-68 basketball schedule. It is
is follows:
Fri. Dec. 1 - Fulton County - Here
rues. Dec. 5 - Sedalia There
Fri. Dec. 8.: Carlisle Co.
rues. Dec. 12 - Wingo
Fri. Jan. 5 - Hickman Co.
Fri. Jan. 12 - Carlisle Co.
rues. Jan. 16 - Sedalia
Fri. Jan. 19 - Murray
rues. Jan. 23 - Mayfield
Fri. Jan. 26 - Murray
High
rues. Jan. 30- Fanci, Farm
Fri. Feb. 2 - Fulton Co.
rues. Feb. 6 - Hickman Co.
Fri. Feb. 9 - Mayfield
rues. Feb. 13 - Lowes
Fri. Feb. 16 - Murray
High
rues. Feb. 20 St. Marys
Fri. Feb. 23 - Wingo
B games start at 6:45.
There
Here
Here
Here
Here
There
Here
College
There
Here
There
There
There
Home
College
Home
There
There
MEMORY OF THE DEAD
Frankfort's Theodore O'Hara
wrote "The Bivouac of the Dead"
n memory of Kentuckians who
lied in the Mexican War.
Students' Nicknames
Prove Very Appropriate
From The FHS "KENNEL"
In every school, nicknames are
definitely a part of school life. They
tend to add a touch of humor to
the sometimes boring routine of
school work. Here are some of the
nicknames which are found at
Fulton High School.
Roma Foster - Chub
Cindy Homra - Tensy
Carolyn Allen - Ruby
Eddie N. Williamson - Fireplug
Eddie G. Williamson - Greenjeans
David Peeples - Goofey
David Winston - 3 - day Man
Kim Homra - Hombre
David Forrest - Red Bird
Joe Hoodenpyle - Mr. Cool
Steve Mann -Polar Bear
Ray Martin - Masher
Teddy Adams - Rat
Thomas Maddox - Mad Pig
Bob Nanney - Sweety
Richard Tidwell - Tiny
Avery Hancock - Possum
Sharon Moore - Moose
Dennis Lohaus - Dumpy
Mike Gossum - Gut
Donnie Notes - Charley
Jimmy King - Lightning
Coach McCann - Fearless
Subscribe To The News
tired of being
1:057/•sii 033... 90:7101 
Sure ... you're tired of being just another
*number. .. we ajl are! BUT.. at the
Wonderful Woodner Hotel, from registration
to check out you enjoy an individuality so
scarce today. You're YOU not just
another number. We much prefer the real live
person to the number any day. We think you'll
like it better, too. Try it some time, won't you!!
REGENCY ROOM-For Excellent Cocktails, Dining, Dancing
THE BEVERLY LOUNGE
Telephone: HUdson 3-4400
T.latyps. 202-965-0506
ODNER HOTEL
/431 SIXTEENTH STREET. NORTHWEST
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20010
Kentucky born
and bred.
Old Medley is bourbon in the
finest traditions of Old Kentucky
Especially made by
Fleischmann to be smooth and
mellow-a 90 proof bourbon
remarkably rich in flavor and
character. Yet you'll find it
surprisingly modest in price.
For bourbon you'll be proud to
serve, ask for Old Medley. $4.25 Fifth
k9c, PROot, )
AkOlitp;*,‘
--- ,
(MEDLEY)
ft RA N
4ea,/tiriy f 1)/Pwici#
rilettWvv, / /
!caw 95ir, Wite0.0841
twueatota,A4.' iroty
SO Proof. Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey.
lerlileid by the fielaohesson Distilling Corporation, Owensboro, Kentucky.
_
PROGRESS ON PURCHASE PARKWAY-Grade and drain on the entire 51-
mile Jackson Purchase Parkway is 82 per cent complete says State Highway
Commissioner Mitchell Tinder and all of the paving contracts have been awarded.
This stretch of the superhighway is under construction just north of the U. S. 68
Interchange in Marshall County. The route runs from the Tennessee line near
Fulton to an eventual junction with 1-24 between Paducah and Kentucky Dam
Village State Park.
744«,
With JIM PRYOR
lioricallsral Agent. Illinois (env's! 'alms/
ANIMAL HEALTH KEY TO
PROFIT
One of the most important items
of a good livestock program is that
of using judgment by taking good
care of the animal's health. This
will be true no matter what type
of livestock you own. It is one of
the surest ways of cutting overhead
thereby increasing income of live-
stock.
Most farmers, sooner or later will
experience some real problems
with the health of their animals.
Experienced livestock men will tell
you that "an ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure." With the
introduction of many new drugs,
known as antibiotics or wonder
drugs, many diseases can be cured
in due time. However, we still
have some stubborn cases. There
are also many good and time prov-
en methods that can be employed
to prevent troubles. Our Extension
men, our Government men, Veter-
inarians, Feed Specialists and many
others can relate methods which
can be placed into practice in order
to enjoy the safest livestock health
program. It is advisable to follow
the advice of these people known to
be the surest and cheapest in the
long run.
Bangs disease has been virtually
wiped off the face of the map in
most states. The methods used have
been expensive and of long dura-
tion. We need to keep our herds
clean of it since most likely they
were clean to begin with. A sound
practice also is to follow the pro-
grams that your veterinarians out-
line and very little trouble will oc-
cur.
There are a number of diseases
among hogs that today cause big
losses and which at the same time
could be avoided if the livestock
owner would act in time. A very
large number of these diseases are
prevented by vaccination. Yet at
the same time we sometimes get
busy with something of less im-
portance and put it off to our sor-
row.
Discuss your livestock disease
problems with your veterinarian
and others with whom you have
contact. It is my personal opinion
that you can virtually stop most of
your livestock disease problems.
DID YOU KNOW???
The United States is the world's
largest exporter of agricultural pro-
ducts. Of our 300 million harvested
acres, 60 million produce for ex-
port. This land producing for ex-
port represents about the same as
the harvested cropland acreage in
Nebraska, Iowa, and Kansas. Our
farm products exported in 1962
amounted to $5.1 billion.
American agricultural abundance
is a powerful force for world peace.
Our food and other farm products
are helping to relieve hunger and
to promote economic growth in the
newly developing countries of the
world. For example, our wheat is
providing an additional five billion
loaves of bread a year for the peo-
ple of India.
FOUR AT WESTERN
Four students from Fulton Coun-
ty are among the 10,197 regularly
enrolled students at Western Ken-
tucky University for the 1967-68
fall semester.
Students from Fulton County are:
George Michael Cannon, Charles
A. Everett, Jr., Donald Richard
Everett, Charles Dorsey Stunson.
Students Take Tests In
Preparing For College
From The FHS "KENNEL"
For all college-bound juniors and
seniors, the test season is here
once again. Each year during fall,
the PSAT (Preliminary Scholastic
Test) is given to the juniors, while
the seniors take the ACT at nearby
colleges. The SAT will be given
throughout the rest of the year.
On October 10, the juniors took
the PSAT which is similar to the
SAT. Both tests measure verbal
and mathematical abilities, which
include the ability to read, to be
able to use and understand words,
and to reason with words and num-
bers. Studies made in hundreds of
colleges throughout the United
States have shown that these abili-
ties are important in predicting
college performances.
A number of seniors recently
went to Murray University and the
University of TennesSee at Martin
to take the first of five Acr
(American College Testing) tests.
The first section of the test is not
an examination. The Student Pro-
file Section. with the information
the studeni gives, mere helps the
college to make satisfactory plans
for him. English, mathematics, so-
cial studies, and natural sciences
make up the second section of the
test. An average of these four tests
gives an estimate of a person's
ability to succeed academically in
college.
Although some colleges do not
require these aptitude tests, hun-
dreds do. By taking these tests a
student will be able to visualize
his academic standing before start-
ing college.
Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in wish-
ing "Happy Birthday" to the fol-
lowing friends:
November 17: Al Bushart, Tom-
my Taylor; November 18: W. L.
Holland: November 19: Tom my
Smith, Becky Puckett, Chas. Whit-
nel, Jr.; November 20: Mrs. Mary
Browder, Mrs. J. T. Brundige, Mrs.
J. U. McKendree:
November 21: Jerry Creason;
November 22: Andy Batts; Novem-
ber 23: Mrs. Smith Atkins, Jones
Gamblin, Peggy Smith, Norman
Terry, Winnie Voegeli, Howard
West.
SHOP LOCAL STORES FIRST I I I
• McCONNELL NEWS
Mr. I.. T. Caldwell e
The McConnell Church of Christ
building has recently been beauti-
fully redecorated throughout and
new carpets have been installed.
Preaching services are held each
and every Sunday morning and eve-
ning, with services commencing at
11 a. m. and 6 p. m. Bible study
commences at 10 a. m. and mid-
week services are held each Wed-
nesday at 7 p. m. The new minis-
ter is Brother Maynard Ketren of
Martin. The pohlic is cordially in-
vited to iltend 10p JI3 I all of these
The ladies of the Church of
Christ met in the building last Sun-
day afternoon to pack boxes for
overseas shipment to Viet Nam and
Korea. They also sent several boxes
of clothing to be distributed to an
orphanage in Korea.
Mrs. Bertis Levister, Mrs. Wayne
Kilgore and Mrs. Veneida Moss
visited their sister, Mrs. L. T. Cald-
well, last week.
Greg Ketren, of Martin, spent
last Sunday with Brad Boggess.
Johnny Meadows spent Sunday
with Steve Greer.
Miss Karla Greer of Fulton spent
the week end with Miss Carol
Coates.
Mrs. Lester Brundige, of near
Martin, visited her sister, Mrs. Paul
Lon,er, and family recently.
A miscellaneous bridal shower
for Mr. Dee Baker and Miss Tam
Smith was given at the Baptist
Church last Tuesday night.
Tom Coates of McConnell and
Leon Boulton of Fulton spent sev-
eral days deer hunting in Alabama
last week.
H. E. McCord. a citizen of this
community for many years, died
in the Obion County General Hos-
pital in Union City Saturday after-
noon. Funeral services were held
in White-Ranson Funeral Home,
Union City, Monday afternoon. We
extend our sympathy to his family
in their loss.
A good number from the local
Church of Christ visited the Friend-
ly Paradise Orphanage at Tr -City,
Ky., Sunday afternoon.
Parts For All Electric
Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Compeny
Staff Members Attend Journalism
Clinic Held By Commercial Appeal
From The FHS "KENNEL"
On October 20, the Commercial
Appeal held a High School Journal-
ism Clinic at the Auditorium in
Memphis, Tennessee. Attending the
clinic from Fulton were Cindy
Homra, David Dunn, James Mc-
Carthy and Mrs. Bennett.
After an eventful trip to Memphis,
starting at 6:30 A. M., the three
students and teacher were received
with a welcome fit for some royal
dignitary. After a brief assembly
and orientation, the Fulton dele-
gation was photographed and later
individually interviewed.
David attended the class on
Sports Writing, which was conduct-
ed by Ned Writh the executive
sports editor, Charles Cavagnaro,
high school sports editor and Kyle
Giffin, the sports news editor. Later
David attended a -Diel.vspaper Make-
up class to help hinis-arit-h-dhe or-
ganization of the actual print:I-1
Headline Writing, a tougher job
than one might think, was attended
by Cindy. After a brief coke break,
she attended the Editorial Writing
class, which was taught by Paul
Flowers, tlie editorial writer and
"greenhouse" columnist, and Guy
Northup, the chief editorial writer
and art critic. Cindy said that she
thoroughly enjoyed Mr. Flower's
colorful vocabulary.
James atttended General News,
which was conducted by William
Street, the Tri-State editor and
James McDaniel, the assistant
managing editor. James, the feature
editor, also attended the Feature
Writing class.
Mrs. Bennett chose the remain-
ing two classes, Photography and
Column Writings, which were held
under the supervision of the picture
editor and the column editors.
All three students and Mrs. Ben-
nett were invited to a luncheon af-
terwards to hear William Thomas,
just recently back from Viet Nam.
It is this picture that the Com-
mercial Appeal used to head the
story. Shown in the picture were
Cindy, David, James, Mrs. Bennett
and hundreds of other students.
The Kennel staff benefited great-
ly from this exciting event. If the
staff puts to Use only half of the
information offered, our school
newspaper should be a model news-
paper for all to admire.
• PIERCE STATION
By hire. Charles Lowe
The community was saddened
Friday when word was received of
the serious accident on the Fulton-
Union City highway, in which three
of the sons of Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Bunch were injured and Dr. John
W. Ragsdale's wife was fatally in-
jured. Two of their children were.
also hurt. The Bunch brothers are
in Obion County Hospital and the
Ragsdale children are in Hillview
Hospital.
Friends in Pierce are sorry to
hear of the death of Mrs. George
Cooley at Obion County Rest Home.
Mrs. Bud Stem spent the week
end with relatives in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Ferguson
arrived here early Sunday morn
ing from Irving, Texas, where theN
make their home. Mrs. Ferguson
and children remained for three
weeks visit with her parents. Mr
and Mrs. Jack Lowe.
ADVICE TO ELKS
Shortly before he died, Irvin S.
Cobb left directions for the conduct
of his funeral. He said he'd be hap-
py to have members of the Paducah
Elks Lodge attend. Said Cobb,
"Judging by my latest visits to the
basement of the Elks Club, it
wouldn't do them a bit of harm if
some of the habitues there got out
in the open air, if only for a trip to
the cemetery
 ANNWS...41MMIWINIMII
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - • -
Your Insurance Needs
Rice Agency
Fulton 172-L341
Crossword
ACROSS
1. Strokes
5. Fondles
9. Billiard
shot
10. Operatic
solos
12.Makeempt
13. Knocked
15. Chest
16. Spanish
pots
18. Pastry
19. Pace
21. Man's nem(
22. Sandy tract
23.- cloth
25. Ridiculed
27. Bronze;
Lat.
29. Observe
30. Remote
34. Gra-. :n
stalks'
38. Lake
39. Row
41. Act of
selling
42.- Alamos
Puzzle
43. Goat
antelope
45. No: Fr.
Answers on
PAGE SEVEN
Don't Peekl
46. Ensnare 17. Guided
48. Made 20. Chatter
note of 22. Feedings
50. Capture 24. Yes: Arch.
51. Zodiac sign 26. Thing: LaW
52. Highway 28. Sneaked
53. Regard 30. Remove:
Print.
DOWN 31. Chains
1.Wrapper 32. Sibling
2. Constella• 33. Sailor
tion 35. Raved
3. In - 36. African
4. Fish plants
6. ProcessionS 37. Travel
6. Ages 40. Indian title
7. Tilt 43. Israeli
8. Weakened. seaport
9.- blanche 44. Legend
11. French river 47.- de
12. Enormous Janeiro•
14. Feat 49. Fasten
PUGGY
I HOPE PLIGGY BEHAVED
WNILE MINDING THE HOUSE!
FINE
EXCEPT...
by Horace Elmo
SO I ROLLED IT LIP 1r
THE FIZZLE FAMILY •
I MUST CALL MY
HOME OFFICE,
BUT WHERE '5
A, 'PHONE?
HELLO, OPERATOR- GeT
ME 11-116 NUMBER!!
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LET'S LOOK
IT OVER
By Gov. Edward T. Breathitt
FRANKFORT- - -
Being Governor of Kentucky is
one of the greatest things that could
happen to a person.
I have realized this more and
more with the approach of the De-
cember 12 end of my four-year
term in office.
There have been disappointments,
of course, like when we lost the
fight for a new state constitution,
but our successes have far out-
weighed the disappointments.
One of the facts of my adminis-
tration which gives me most pride
and satisfaction is that it has been
free of scandal. This is a testi-
monial to the character generally
of the men and women who have
served with me.
We appointed top-flight people to
the various state offices filled by
appointees and supported them in
their ardent efforts to give top-
flight service. Not one of them let
me down or caused me any em-
barrassment.
One of the phases of government
in which I took a personal pleasure
THE PARSON SPEAKS—
(Continued from page Two)
dulged in until the minister comes
to the pulpit and announces the
opening hymn. This is an abomina-
tion. It is the worst kind of man-
ners.
4—PARTICIPATE HEARTILY IN
EACH PORTION Of The SERVICE
Every member of the congrega-
tion should take part. Sing heartily,
read the responsive scripture les-
son. Reverently follow the minis-
ter's prayer. Feel that every part of
the service is for you, and that it
is your privilege to enter into it
with all your heart.
5—LET YOUR FACE SAY
"AMEN"
The theme of the sermon may not
be one you are especially interest-
ed in or the preachers style may be
halting and dull; Never mind. Many
of those present are enraptured,
exactly suited. The least you can
do is to listen respectfully. Be more
than respectful, be responsive.
When the minister makes a point
which you approve, let your shin-
ing face express your appreciation.
6—YOUR DUTY TO STRANGERS
No one should wait for a formal
introduction to a stranger in church.
Formalities which etiquette pre-
scribe to social life do not belong
here. The stranger should be wel-
comed warmly and provided with
the most desirable seat. At the close
of the service he should be greeted
warmly and urgently invited to
come again.
7—AFTER SERVICE
Some congregations have adopted
the overcoat doxology. That is to
say while closing exercises are in
progress, overcoats, wraps, and
overshoes are put on, and prepara-
tion made to rush out as soon as the
final "Amen" is spoken. This is
worst than heathenish. In other
churches the people sit reverently
for a moment after the benediction,
then quietly disperse. On reaching
the vestibule or outside of course,
is a fine time for christian greeting
one to another. Above all unfriendly
critticism of any person or the pas-
tor should be avoided. It is not in
harmony with good manners or
Christian loyalty to pick flaws in
the minister or any person. An un-
kind criticism of the sermon may
fall upon the ear of some person
who has been awakened or impress-
ed, and your thoughless words may
dispell all seriousness from the
mind of one who greatly needs
God's help.
Beginning next Lord's day let's
check our church manners.
Rev. Maral B. Proctor
S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tilis
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints
were the Governor's Days held
throughout the state for the people
who could not come to Frankfort
and the Citizens Days we held at
the capitol.
By going to the people and by
making it so they could come see
us without an appointment, we
found out what was on their minds
and were able, perhaps to help
them. On each occasion, our
strength was renewed.
Just the other day, on Novem-
ber 9 to be exact, we opened a
branch of the Office of Governor in
the Heyburn Building in Louisville.
The objective is to bring state
government and the ordinary citi-
zen closer together. The ordinary
citizen will need no appointment to
see a representative of the gover-
nor, or the governor if he is there,
as on Governor and Citizens' Days.
While this office has been opened
on an experimental basis, we hope
that it is successful through wide
usage by Louisville citizens and
that the incoming governor will see
fit to continue it.
As we get ready to turn over our
temporary home here to the new
governor and his family, the
Breathitt's, all of us, want to thank
the people of Kentucky and its
capital for being so good to us for
four very happy years.
• PILOT OAK
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
We enjoyed the warm sunshine
Sunday, after having two dreary
rainy days.
Tuesday afternoon guests of Mrs.
Maggie Pankey were Mrs. Carolyn
Wheeler and daughter, Penny, of
Sedalia, and Mrs. Pearl Carr.
The Pilot Oak Homemakers met
Thursday in the home of Mrs.
Letha Bell Wilson. Fifteen mem-
bers and two visitors, Mrs. Barbara
Wilson and Miss Maggie Yates,
were present.
Mrs. Martin Givens, of near
Water Valley, was the Tuesday af-
ternoon guest of Mrs. Cassie Tay-
lor.
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Lowry, of
Pilot Oak, and Mr. and Mrs. Cal-
vin Yates, of Water Valley, drove
to McKenzie Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Ira Raines left for Brandon,
Miss., over the week end, where
she will spend the winter with her
daughter and husband, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Walston.
We extend our sympathy to the
Smoot family, of Dukedom, in the
loss of their husband and father,
John Smoot, who passed away re-
cently.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. B. G. Lowry were Bro. and
Mrs. Mike Lintz and Julia, of Ben-
ton, and Mr. and Mrs. John Yates,
of Pilot Oak.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Emerson vaca-
tioned in Alabama over the week-
end, visiting relatives.
Mrs. Bob Scott and daughters, of
Lone Oak, were guests of her
mother, Mrs. Taylor, Sunday.
Mesdames Bertha Yates, Jennie
Cruce, Alma Boulton, Lexie Floyd
and Edith Yates were Wednesday
guests of Mrs. Onie Lowry.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Givens, of
Water Valley, were Sunday visi-
tors of Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rowland
of Lynn Grove.
Mrs. Maggie Pankey spent Sun-
day with her sister, Mrs. Ammie
Seay.
Mrs. Pearl Can is a patient in
the Fulton Hospital. Hope she has
a speedy recovery.
ANSWERS TO YOZZLE
(Continued on Page Six)
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Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 66 Years
' Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night'
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
W. D. Powers Greenfield
Fulton J. B. MANESS & SONS Phone 235-2293
Phone 472-18c9 Greenfield Tenn.
Most everybody asks a blessing over
his Thanksgiving turkey as a ritual.
But how many of us remember that
giving thanks is the deepest, most
meaningful sort of prayer?
These cynical days, of course, you'll
hear some people say, "What have I
got to say thanks about?"
The answers to that never change:
Thanks for what we have, no matter
what that is,
Thanks for what we are, and can be.
PHC.:TO I ORMOND Gk51.1
Thanks for all God's blessings on us
and on others.
This Thanksgiving, think of what
giving thanks  really means.
In the truest sense of gratitude, it
means each of us must re-dedicate
himself to the Idea that "God's work
must truly be our own." Everywhere.,
- Every day.
People change the world. Thankful
people change it for the better
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Command' IT.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton Piton* 4/7-3931
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-1303
PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or at your door
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-3311
E. W. James & Sons Supermarkets
Hickm•n, Ky. Union City, Tenn.
South Fulton, Tenn.
JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.
Phone: 469-5414 — Dukedom, Term,
Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing hem*. Per reservation caN 472-3386
or write 309 North Parkway, FUNIMI.
THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. Phone 236-2655
FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Fulton, Kentucky
418 Lake Street 472-1362
Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Inc.
Kentucky Ave., Fulton Phone 4721471
Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut flowers Green florist supplies
Dial 479-1371
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Rexell Store"
Lake Street Dial 472-2421
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques Souvenirs Excellent Food
Private dining for 230
King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer
101 W. State Line Phone 479-2271
NOTEBOOK—
Heavens, I sound like a prophet, but I'm not.
I'm just putting political practicality and academic
science on the subject to work.
Well, so much for our "winter of discontent."
Coming out of church in Frankfort on Sunday I
met one of my all-time favorite people, Helen (Mrs.
Lawrenee-) Wetherby. It was rather strange that I
should meet her at this particular time for we quick-
ly rehashed this year's election outcome with a
similar debacle in 1955. Helen looks her usual lovely
and ebullient self. With her was her daughter Susan
(Mrs. Warner) Hines and one of the Hines girls.
Susan has three children, and Barbara (Mrs. Bob,
I think) Perry has seven. The Perrys are now living
in West Virginia.
Helen wanted so' much for me to take time out
for coffee at her home where she said Lawrence
(the former governor) was still trying to make some
sense out of the election returns. I had to decline,
for I was on my way to the Governor's Residence
where I was a luncheon guest of out-going Governor
Breathitt, his lovely wife Frances and their four all-
American, and all-Kentucky young off-spring. Little
Edward sat across the luncheon table from me with
the biggest, most pronounced black-eye you ever
saw on an energetic teen-age boy.
Jokingly I asked him how the other fellow look-
ed and he said: "Folks won't believe this, but I real-
ly bumped into a guy."
Suppose it could have been a Republican
victor?
There will be a special column in the series on
Edward T. Breathitt as governor of Kentucky. Until
it is written I want to say here and now that this
wonderful, wholesome, "too-accommodating" chief
executive will occupy a very distinguished place in
Kentucky history. You just wait and see!
The people of Fulton and Fulton County and
surrounding area owe him a debt of gratitude. I just
hope that a few people will take time out to write
and tell him so while he desperately needs some en-
couragement and assurance that his efforts in our
behalf were and are appreciated.
SMALL WORLD DEPARTMENT: Ever since
coming to Vanderbilt I have admired the superior
scholastic ability of a young fellow by the name of
John York. He is a graduate student and takes three
classes with me. Monday he came over to my desk
between classes and said: "I know this -sounds silly,
but do you know a girl by the name of Mary Jo
Westpheling."
I suppose he thought it was a weird question
because he just couldn't figure that Mary Jo could
have a sister as old as I am; and since that was ruled
out in his mind, he just had to ask if there could
possibly be some relationship.
His shock was as great as mine when I told him
that she was my daughter.
FRIDAY, SATURDAY ONLY!
$1.00 OFF
EVERY HAT IN THE HOUSE
Grisham's Mens Wear
Main Street, Fulton
A true
 bourbon
of Hiram Walker
quality at a
welcome
price...
Hiram Walker
Ten High
Sip it slow and easy. Enjoy 86 proof
straight Bourbon whiskey as only
Hiram Walker can make it. Enjoy
getting an excellent value, too!
Your best bourbon buy
$2.50 Pt' $4.00 4/5 Q4'
Full Quart $5.00
(Tax Included)
88 PROW • 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER & SONS INC. PEORIA. ILL.
Well, John York has a brother up here whose
name is Tim. He dated Mary Jo in SI. Louis. Mary
Jo kept telling me he was a student here, but I
figured the school was so big it would be ridiculous
to look for him. But I did.
I saw Tim's name in the Hustler for having
pledged Sigma Chi. Wrote him a note and asked if
he were the "Tim" Mary Jo asked me to look up. He
was indeed. He's invited Mary Jo for a week-end.
And imagine! There was his brother in my class
from the beginning.
Being away from Nashville over the week-end
kept me from attending the UK-Vanderbilt football
game. It's just as well. The pig-skin scramble is not
one of my favorite spectator sports nor is sitting in
the rain.
Kathryn and Carlos Lannom went and joined
the thousands of other folks who had the sniffles
and weeping eyes for several days.
On Monday we could hardly understand the
lectures, the sniffling and nose-blowing was so se-
vere. If I hadn't known that the ailments were bio-
logical, I would have thought for sure the students
were still Weeping because of their loss to dear ole
Kaintuck.
Kathryn said the only Kentuckian she saw at
the game was Dub Hale (Martha and Bubba's pride
and joy.) Dub is now living in Lexington, so came up
with a lot of other Loyalists to urge his Alma Mater
on to victory.
Sometimes I wish I weren't so curious, but I am
and that's all there is to it.
A case in point happened in the Library Tues-
day. Another elderly "student" and I have been
sharing the same study area almost every day since
I entered the University. For all these weeks I
couldn't figure out whether she was a professor, a
researcher or hopefully a "late-in-life" scholar like
myself. So I just walked over to her desk, introduc-
ed myself, and told her the circumstances under
which I was enrolled at the University.
I wish I hadn't done that. It made me feel plum
ignorant.
The lady, about my age I'd say, has two more
months to work on her Doctor of Philosophy in
French. She has studied and lectured at the Sorbon-
ne in France. Did graduate work at Harvard; has
reared a family of five children, (all in the profes-
sion); does volunteer work; paints for recreation and
helps her husband in his profession and shares his
cultural hobbies.
What I am doing and have done is insignificant
by comparison. Yet I am awfully proud that I made
the decision to accept this year of study to enhance
my qualifications as a newspaper editor and to en-
rich my own personal life with those qualities so
necessary to meet the challenges of community ef-
fort in a modern world of change and challenge.
I want to send a little message this week to a
very old friend, Verdie Dallas and her family, on the
occasion of the loss they have suffered by the death
of husband and father, Grover. In the early days of
our residence in Fulton the Dallas' thriving poultry
business was a gathering place for farm folks from
all around. There was always a lively conversation
going on about subjects of varying interests. Both
Verdie and Grover were good listeners and good com-
mentators.
It was a pleasure to go there, as I often did. My
family joins me in extending heart-felt sympathies
to them in their hour of bereavement.
Paducah, Fulton
Churches Join At
Thanksgiving
The combined church adult and
children's choirs of the Fountain
Avenue Methodist Church of Padu-
cah, Ky., and the First Methodist
Church of Fulton, Ky., will present
a Thanksgiving service in Fulton
at the First Methodist Church on
November 19; and also in the Foun-
tain Avenue Methodist Church in
Paducah on November 26.
Both services will begin at 7:30
P. M. "A Song of Thanksgiving" by
R. Vaughan Williams will be sung
by the choirs and will be conducted
by Professor Robert K. Baar, with
Mrs. Janice Harper, minister of
music of the Fountain Avenue Meth-
odist Church, as soprano soloist.
Mr. Gray Bell, from Paducah,
and a senior at the Murray State
University, will be the speaker for
the cantata while Mrs. George
Burton and Professor John C. Win-
ter perform at the organ console.
Reverend Guy Halford, minister
of the Fountain Avenue Methodist
Church, will give a message at the
Fountain Avenue service, and Rev-
erend George Comes, Jr., will pre-
sent the message at the Fulton
service
VISITING LECTURER
Mrs. Jo Westpheling, News edi-
tor spending a year at Vanderbilt
on a Ford Foundation grant, will be
the guest visiting lecturer at Alice
Lloyd College, Pippa Passes, Ky.,
next Tuesday.
GEORGE—
(Continued from Page One)
jailed on a drunkenness charge but
Sheriff McCowan said a warrant
charging Jackson with murder has
been sworn out in Kentucky.
"He's too drunk to talk to right
now," Sheriff McCowan said. "We'll
wait until later this afternoon or
tomorrow."
Sheriff McCowan said Fulton
County Sheriff Buck Menses
brought the murder warrant to
Union City.
The charge was filed in connec-
tion with the shooting death of
George Francis, 43, a resident of
Bolivar, Tenn. Francis was re-
portedly found dead, of a bullet
wound in the left temple, in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gide-
well, residents of the Middle Road,
about three miles west of Fulton.
Kentucky officers were summoned
to the scene late Monday after-
noon.
Sheriff McCowan said Francis
had been shot with a 22 caliber
rifle.
FOR YOUR HOLIDAY NEEDS
VISIT THE KEG
GOODYEAR— Page 8
(Continued From Page One)
erine Peden, and Fantus had just
completed another evaluation last
month of Fulton and neighboring
counties.
The announcement by Goodyear
follows by a few scant months that
of West Virginia Pulp and Paper
Company, which is building an $80.
million dollar paper mill south of
Wickliffe, Ky. . . . just a 45-minute
drive to the north of Fulton. This
mill will also have a profound ef-
fect on the employment activity
and resources of the Purchase, in-
cluding Fulton.
U. S. CIVIL SERVICE TESTSI
Men and women 18 and older.
Thousands of secure jobs open.
High starting pay. Short hours.
Advancement, sick pay and retire-
ment benefits. Preparatory train-
ing as long as required. Experience
usually unnecessary. Grade school
education often sufficient. FREE
information on jobs, salaries, re-
quirements. Write TODAY giving
name, age, address, phone, present
employment. National Training In-
stitute, Dept. 104, P. 0. Box 9218,
.Memphis, Term. 38109.
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STUDENTS—
(Continued In .vg..; One)
against them were sinned by six
university students, all members of
the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
They were injured by a shotgun
blast that came from the second
story of the Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity house. The shooting fol-
lowed a series of Halloween pranks
said to have occurred between the
two groups.
Young Miesse and Smith with-
drew from the university on Nov.
3. Disciplinary action against the
two fraternities is under considera-
tion.
Was it fate that made
Yellowstone Kentucky
No.lBourbon?
No. It was taste.
So even though Yellowstone's
fairly expensive, try this 90 PROOF„
beautiful Bourbon tonight. )483 )133
4/$ Or. In 0.7
Kentucky Straight Bourbon. ik3Pit>uT & :00 Proof 9r,P Oed•I n -Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Co. Louisville. Kentucky.
If you thought only Santa had no gifts money
worries, ask anyone who had a Christmas Club
account this year. The answer to care-free gifts
shopping is Christmas Clubl Join now for
see how small amounts saved weekly add up to
a lot of Christmas cash.
CHRISTMAS CHECKS
being mailed our 1967
Club members this weekend
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A Matter of
Life and Breath
This child is getting a tu-
berculin test. Tuberculin
testing finds TB. Your
• Uhristnias Seal association
encourages tuberculin test-
ing as part of its fight
against TH.
CNIIISTMAS its, 6 CM IMG Sn,
)
• . • r• •
ANSWER YOUR CHRISTMAS
SEAL LETTER TODAY
ALWAYS
WFULJ IN TUNEWITH YOURA 10 THE NEWS, SECONDSECTION
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ttOGREATCAR BUll•
9
1967 BUICK Skylark 2-door hardtop, V8, automatic, power and
air conditioning; turquoise, Ky. tags, one owner, we sold it
new; new car trade in.
1967 BUICK Skylark 2-door hardtop V8, automatic, power and air
conditioning; gold bottom with a black vinyl top; matching
black vinyl trim on seats inside. We sold it new; one owner,
Tenn title, new car trade in.
1966 BUICK Skylark 4-door hardtop, power steering, air condi-
tioning, local Ky. car, one owner; blue in color. We sold it
new. Has under 20,000 miles.
1966 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door hardtop, gray bottom with
black vinyl top; power and air conditioning; one owner, Ky.
iags; new car trade•ir.
1966 IMPALA 4-door seder, VEI, powerglide, power and air condi-
tioning; white in color; we sold it new, new car trade in, one
owner, local car, Tenn. title.
1966 FORD Galaxie 4-door sedan, V8, Fordomatic, power, air
conditioning, Tenn. title.
196$ BUICK LirSabre custom 4-door sedan, automatic, power, air
conditioning, one owner, blue inside and blue finish outside.
New car trade in; Tenn. title.
1965 FORD 4-door VIS, straight shift, Ky. tags; new car trade-in
1965 FORD Galaxie 500 4-door sedan, V8, automatic, power steer-
ing; yellow, black interior, local car, one owner, Ky. tags;
trade in on new truck.
1965 CHEVROLET Belair 4-door sedan, VS. powerglide, air con-
ditioning, red inside and out; we sold it new. Tenn. title.
1964 CHEVELLE 4-door sedan V8, straight Olaf, white in color;
new car trade-in.
1964 CHEVROLET Impala 2-door hardtop; yellow outside, black
interior, V8, powerglide, Tenn, title; new car trade in.
1964 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door sedan, V8, powerglide, maroon
inside and out; Tenn, title; we sold it new; new car trade-in.
1964 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door sedan V8, powerglide, power
steering, green, air conditioning; Tenn. title; new car trade-
in,
1964 FORD Galaxie $00, 2-door hardtop vs. Fordomatic, gray,
Tenn. title.
1964 MERCURY Monterey 4-door, power steering, V8, automatic;
Ky. car
1943 OLDSMOBILE F-85 4-door sedan, white, Ky. papers.
1963 BUICK Special wagon; V8, power and air conditioning beige
in color, automatic.
1963 VOLKSWAGEN 2-door sedan; black; new car trade in
1943 CHEVROLET Belair 4-door sedan, V8, powerglide, air con,
ditioning, Tenn. title.
1963 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door sedan 327, V8, powerglide, white
outside; a nice car,
1962 OLDSMOBILE 4-door hardtop, Dynamic 88, power, Ky. tags;
local car. Blue
1961 PONTIAC Bonneville 4-door V8, power steering and brakes,
air conditioning, white outside; Tenn. car.
1961 OLDSMOBILE 88 4-door hardtop, power and air, new car
trade-in; local car, Ky. tags.
1961 OLDSMOBILE 88 4-door hardtop, power, Ky. tags; white.
1960 FORD Galaxie 4-door sedan, V8, automatic, power and air
conditioning.
1947 JEEP 4 wheel drive, blue; motor has just been reworked.
Power take-off, Tenn. Papers.
HOT-ROD CAR: SEE MANUS!
1956 CHEVROLET 2-door hardtop, roll-pleated interior, yellow,
283 bored out to 301, 4-speed, cam and solid lifters; complete-
ly reworked.
— TRUCKS —
1966 CHEVROLET pickup, long wide bed, fecyl, stick; blue with
white, one owner, Ky. tags, new truck trade-in.
1966 DODGE van, 6-cyl., stick, yellow, Ky. tags. Two to 
choose
1965 FORD van 6-cyl, Fordorriatic, blue, Ky. tags.
1963 CHEVROLET pickup, short wide bed, 6-cyl, stick, Ky. tags.
1964 CHEVROLET pickup, white, 6-cyl, straight shift, short nar-
row bed. We sold it new; one owner, new truck trade-in. Ky.
tags, low mileage.
1958 FORD 2-ton with pump, farm bed, Tenn. title; new truck
trade-in.
1957 GN'iC pickup, 6-cyl, blue.
Chevrolet-Buick
Ky. 307 just off by-Pass, Fulton, Ky. 472-2464
DIAL472-1424
INJURIES FATAL—Mrs. John W. Ragsdale Jr., wagon above when it collided with an autoon the
wife of a Fulton physician, was fatally injured Fulton highway today. Three men in the car
and three others persons hurt in the station also were injured.
Photo Courtesy Union City Daily Messenger
Collision Kills One,
Six Others Injured
The 38-year-old wife of a Fulton physician was fatally injured
and six other persons were hurt in a grinding two-vehicle colli-
sion on the Union City-Fulton highway .
Mrs. Ann Cants Ragsdale, 38, wife of Dr. John W, Ragsdale
Jr., died about 11 a. in. while undergoing surgery in °Mon
County General Hospital. She reportedly had suffered a crushed
chest, the fracture of both legs
and other internal injuries.
Two of her children, both with
head injuries, were treatedat the
local hospital and then taken by
ambulance to Everett-Stewart
Airport where they were flown to
Memphis for additional treat-
ment. The extent of their in-
juries was undetermined when
they left Union City.
The children were identified
by State Trooper Tom Kilpatrick
as Johnny W, Ragedale III, 16,
and Joe Wesley Ragsdale, aged
la months.
The others injured in theacci-
dent were:
David Moss, IS, a passenger in
the Ragsdale vehicle, a knee
laceration.
William Clyde Bunch, 20,
fracture of the right thigh.
Jerry Lynn Bunch, 19, skull
fracture and listed in serious
condition.
Russell Wade Bunch, 21, ap-
parent back injury.
The three Bunch youths are
brothers and make their home on
the Fulton highway, a short dis-
tance from the scene of the acci-
dent. The Moss youth is a resi-
dent of Fulton, a neighbor of the
Ragsdale family.
Trooper Kilpatrick said the ac-
cident apparently occurred about
8 a. in., about a half-mile north
of the Holiday Sands Motel. A
light rain was falling at the time
and the highways were reported
slick.
Mrs. Ragsdale was driving a
1966 Oldsmobile station wagon
toward Fulton, the trooper
said. The Bunch auto, a 1967
Ford, apparently was traveling
toward Union City but Trooper
Kilpatrick said he had not yet .
been able to determine which of
the three brothers was driving.
Both vehicles were demolish-
60 RAMBLER American,
straight shift
63 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door
hardtop, automatic, local
car
63 CHEVROLET Belair, 4-door,
automatic
63 PONTIAC Star Chief with
air and power; low mileage
59 OLDSMOBILE 4-door Sedan,
61 OLDSMOBILE F-45 station
wagin; automatic; clean
61 PONTIAC 2-dr. hardtop, real
sharp
60 PONTIAC 4-door hardtop
60 FORD 4-door sedan
60 CHEVROLET Station Wagon
59 OLDSMOBILE 4-door Sedan
a clean, local car
58 FORD wagon, clean, local
car
57 FORD 6-cyl. pickup truck,
clean, good condition.
56 FORD pickup truck
20-2.5 other cars, trucks
WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472.3362
North bypass; Ky. side
ed by the impact and both left
the highway on the east side.
Neither overturned.
Following his preliminary in-
vestigation, Trooper Kilpatrick
left Union City to bring in a supply
of blood for the Injured. He was
to meet a trooper from Jackson,
en route to Union City with the
blood supply, and relay it to the
local hospital.
Dr. Ragsdale was In surgery
at the local hospital when the
accident occurred. Another doc-
tor took his place beside the
operating table so he could be
with his wife and children,
Trooper Kilpatrick had just
returned from investigating an
earlier accident when he received
the report of the collision on the
Fulton highway. The earlier mis-
hap occurred about 7:30 a. in.
on the Union City-Martin high-
way, near the Midway community.
Involved were a 1963 Ford,
driven by LlICIA/1 Major, 32, of
Route 4, Martin, and a 1955
Chevrolet, driven by Judy B.
Tate, 23, of Route 3, Union City.
Trooper Kilpatrick said Mr.
Major was traveling west on the
highway while Mrs. Tate was
pulling out of a private drive-
way, intending to turn east, to-
ward Martin. The Tate car
pulled into the path at the Major
auto, the officer said.
Mrs. Tate suffered an ap-
parent leg injury and was check-
ed by a physician In Martin. Be
apparently was not seriouslyhurt
and Mr. Major apparently
escaped Injury.
Damage to the front of the
Major car was estimated at 9500.
The Chevrolet was damaged be-
yond repair.
Hot Beds Grow Vegetables  
Jl_ 1C  =11-
Winter is no time for gardeners to hibernate; it is the time to
plan, prepare and put your 'Green thumb" to use during the cold-
est winter months.
Purdue University horticulturists
such as lettuce, radishes and
spinach can be grown during
the winter in well-constructed
hot beds. While difficult flowers
such as pansies, columbine,
English daisies and Sweet Wil-
liam grow easily in a gardeners
miniature horizontal winter
green house. The hot bed is
ideal, too, for starting other
plants for the spring vegetable
and flower garden.
All it takes is a hammer,
some tac:is and a transparent
plastic material to make your
own handy hot bed. Forget a-
bout the back breaking chore of
hauling old windows and haphaz-
ardly making a form to keep
your seedlings and plants alive
and flourishing.
Now all you have to do is
make a frame from your dis-
cards or buy some plywood and
1 x 2's, make a framed enclo-
sure; top this off with Flex-0-
Glass, a glass substitute that
comes in rolls at your hardware
store or lumber dealer so that
the right amount can be meas-
ured and cut with ordinary
shears. (A side benefit of this
remarkable product is that it
lets in sunshine Vitamin D (Ul-
tra Violet Rays) which common
glass filters out.)
Crystal clear as glass, it is
flexible and shatter proof — no
matter what the temperature is
on the outside. Simply tack it
down on the edges of the 1 x 2's
and you have a cozy, warm, use-
ful hot bed.
Hot beds that derive their
heat from' barnyard manures
are largely a thing of the past.
With the modern improvements
such as Flex-O-Glass and elec-
point out that vegetables
tric heating cables, or by using
basement warmth by setting up
an installation by an open base-
ment window, a modern green-
house can be yours.
Falcons Win I
CLINTON, Hy. — Hickman
County's Falcons threw a press-
ing defense at Calloway County
In the second quarter here Fri-
day night to overcome an early
Laker lead and pave the way to
a convincing 81-66.
Playing without star center
Joe Barclay, who is nursing a
bad ankle, the undefeated Fal-
cons made It two victories for
the young basketball season.
Allen Barclay, usually a for-
ward, moved into cousin Joe
Barclay's pivot spot for the
game and turned in a creditable
performance, scoring 15 points.
Ronnie Mullins was assigned
the job of stopping Calloway's
star, Stan Key, and he respond-
ed well, holding Key to nine
points before he had to go to the
bench with foul trouble. Key
himself fouled out with 5:34 left
in the game after scoring a total
of 16 points.
Tony Jones led the Laker
scoring with 20 points.
Nate Perry turned a good
game both offensively and de-
fensively for Hickman County,
leading his team's scoring with
19 points.
Hickman Co.  7s3 in Si
Calloway Co. .... 13 24 44 SO
HICKMAN CO. (80 — C.
Ward 2, Dana II. Branell, A. Barclay
15, Fuller 1. Perry 19, Barber 1. 5.
Barclay II. Cnimes 17.
CALLOWAY CO. (OM — Key it.
Jones 20, Calhoun 3, Durham 4, Lamb
4, Ernestbersor 3. Joseph 5. 
3, Rushing 2.
NEW YORK — The $100,000
bill, issued for a brief period in
1935, then recalled, is the rarest
type of U.S. currency. Only 24 of
the bills, which bear Woodrow
Wilson's picture, exist.
C**************t
t THE JEWEL BOX I
Main at Mulberry
Fulton, Ky.
Distinciive Gifts
for all occasions
*D amends - Watches - Jewelr
**************
Reg. $2.99, 20-inch Tall
BABY DOLLS
Moving Eyes, Rooted Hair,
Diaper
$2.44
Ben Franklin
202 La h • n
Cold Weather Is
Coming ...Be
Ready For It!
Insulated Boots $4-99
Fleece Lined Insulated $6.99
Insulated Underwear $6.99 suit
Insulated Jackets $5.95
Hunting Coats $8.95
Hunting Pants $7.95
Hunting Vests $4.95
1450 WATT ELEC. HEATERS
With Fan & Thermostat
GUARANTEED
Padiwad 
$14.95 each
Saltiare0
LIN* V. - Niten. 
BLACK WELL'S
SHOE OUTLET STORE
BIG SALE
— Thursday, Friday, Saturday,  Sunday Only —
1 counter dress 
an   
casual shoes $5.88 to $9.88.
NOW
1 rack Paradise Kittens
$5.00
de Liso Debs Palizzio
Denali Gianelli
De Angelo Johansen
Andrew Geller
  
$2-00 OFF EACH PAIR
dress shoes, regular $6.88,
work shoes, regular $8.88.
ALL OUTLET SHOES $1.00
Located-1 mile from South Fulton
On Martin Highway
Men's
Men's
NOW $4.88
NOW $6.88
OFF
City Limits
AVOID THE LAST - MINUTE CLEANING RUSH ... don't let
your "put-off" household cleaning take you away from the coming
holiday enjoyment! Just let us do your linens, drapes, slipcovers, etc.
Prompt pickup and-delivery telephone 472-1700.
OR- Peveed4ta
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS, INC.
218 East State Line, Fulton, Ky.
 war 
Cable Installation To Your Home
ENJOY SEVEN CHANNELS
ALL 3 Networks
Wonderful Fr Color Sets!
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, Novemb
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The Real Louie Nunn? Answer Will Determine State Policy For
 4 Years
By SY RAMSEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Which is the real Louie Nunn?
Is he the Republican who al-
most was elected governor In
1963 on an emotional campaign
involving integration and Bible
reading?
Or is he the governor-elect
today whose campaign forcused
on less inflamatory issues and
was milder in some respects
than that of his defeated foe,
Democrat Henry Ward?
The answer could determine
the future of state policy for at
least the next four years.
And the indication is that
Nunn basically is a middle-of-
'the roader—neither the bigot
'Ward called him nor the liberal
ihe was dubbed by segregation-
list candidate Christian Glanz of
the Conservative party.
This impression Is reinforced
by private as well as public in-
terviews with the 43-year-old
former Barren County judge.
: Once, during Nunn's bitter
GOP primary race against Jef-
ferson County Judge Marlow W.
!Cook, a newsman asked him
ihalf in jest if he were indeed a
bigot.
Nunn recoiled in genuine
,anger and almost broke off the
interview. Later, in a friendlier
mood, he seemed puzzled at why
the question was asked—despite
the fact that Cook's supporters
had been denouncing him as an
instigator of racial and religious
preiudice.
The inference was that poli-:
tics was one matter and Nunn's
personal attitude another.
"You ask some Negro chit;
dren on my Little League teaml
(in (,lasgow) that question and
they'll take a swing at you.",
Nunn said.
Back in June he said, refer-
ring to the 1963 race, that "we
don't need an emotional issue
this time."
And in truth, Nunn soft-
pedaled all references to race
THE VOTE FOR GOVERNOR
NUNN (R)
1
 
WARD (D)
laCRACKEI
—
CAALISLF
PARS
CA'llENCEN
i 'CROWELL
WARS AU. \ TOM
CALLOWAY
Two Major Fires
Just 47 Years Apart
PESHTIGO, Wis. — Two of
American history's most deva-
stating forest fires occurred in
Wisconsin, exactly 47 years
apart. The fire of 1871 in Wiscon-
sin and Michigan killed about
1,000 persons and destroyed
Pestdigo. The 1918 group of for-
est )res 4;19mm and Wisila,
consin also caused 1,000 deaths.
Box office Opens 6:45
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
1: PM
Saturdays & Sundays
Phone 472-1651
ar
FULTON
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
DOUBLE FEATURE!
Columbia pictures
presents
John le corres
the
deadly
affair
(NCA)
techntcolor "
Co-Feature! (NCA)
MAO PIC
AUDIE BRODERICK
MURPHY CRAWFORD
THE
raCHNOCOlOW/ ISCHSWICOPV
SUNDAY Thru TUESDAY
(A-MY-41)
Meet Mordecai Jones-
Master of Back-Stabbing,
Cork-Screwing, and
Doubts-Dealing!
CiteiniMAIN
Kali/1301
Psychiatry---
HAIICht
SOUtSVILLI
Lull
14111
in the general election cam-
paign, striking out vigorously in-
stead against President John-
son, the state regime en&
Ward's record.
Actually, his party's platform
on civil rights was a subdued
collection of generalities which
offended no one.
And his stand against open
housing was softened later by
the statement that he did not
believe in state interference
with a local community desiring
to pass an open occupancy ordi-
nance.
This was milder than Ward's
pledge to seek a state ban
against such ordinances, a corn-
00(1.15 IFRANKLIN SCOrl (.7 -Immo%
ment the Democrat later claim-I
ed was misimerpreted and
taken out of context.
Nunn's political philosophy in
a nutshell "I think the govern-
ment belongs to all of the peo-
ple and they should participate
in it, and those that hold public
office should respond to them...!
He believes sincerely that the
Democratic regime which goes
out of office next month has be-
come fat, arrogant and unre-
sponsive to public needs.
He thinks that some op-
erations—such as awards of per-
sonal service contracts without
competitive bidding—border on
dishonesty.
0081150
AINURSON
LICOLN
), CASH
SIAM
INETCALIL_
CNIIPLNIA.„,L.„,</wpfa
Behavior May Signal
Need For Consultation
How does one know when he
should consult a psychiatrist?
Iodav's Healdt thlrmagatine
of the American Medical Associa
lion, reports that most people who
should consult a psychiatrist are
likely to consider themselves as
someone not needing his services.
Many shun the psychiatrist,
the AMA says, because they have
the distorted concept that people
who are under psychiatric rare are
Psychiatrists are physicians
with a special training through
which they are able to help peo-
ple with mental illness or emo-
tional problems. even as other
physicians are qualified to assist in
physical illness. Often physical and
mental ills are closely related.
Depression. or what we could
call the blues, is frequently an
early sign of what can become a
disabling mental illness. Likewise.
excitement and overactivity — al-
though often completely normal—
form an abnormal sign when they
occur in the wrong place or for
the wrong reason
Other suggestive symptoms in-
clude tantrums and exaggerated
expressions of anger, hysterical at-
tacks. unfounded fear, and guilt
feelings which exist without an
acceptable reason.
Any of these would justify dis
cussing the need for psychiatric
consultation with your physician.
DRIVE•li
,THEAtat
UNION 017 AULTON/Irros.
FRIDAY A SATURDAY
 
 NITE — AT 7:00 ---
Dale Robertson
"LAW OF THE
LAWLESS"
AT 8-30 —
"THE GIRLS ON THE
BEACH
Stamm;
The Beach Boys
•••••
SUNDAY ONLY
AT 7:00
"MODESTY BLAISE"
Starring
Monica Vitti
Terence Stamp
AT 9:00
"LAW OF THE
LAWLESS"
 •
TAKE IT
OUT OF
THE ATTIC.,.
ANTIQUE IT!
ANTPU'INC
MAZE EASY
WITH MARTIN SENOUR
PROVINCIAL COLOR GLAZE
•
Easy as ''paint, glaze, wipe"
to turn a marred, scarred attic
relic into a handsome antique,
a decorator accent piece! With
Martin Senour's Provincial
Color Glaze you don't even
remove varnish or old stain.
Forget about scars and
scratches. Just paint, glaze,
wipe. Authentic antique colors
—six to choose from, Antique
White, Old-World Olive, Span-
ish Gold, Medici Blue, Provin-
cial Pink, Roman Red. Create
a grainy or marbleized or tor-
toise shell finish. You're the
decorator. Search out the attic,
buy a bargain at a second-hand
store or an unfinished piece...
and Antique it!
Everything you need is right
in the kit!
MARTIN SENOUR PAINTS
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 Commercial 472-1533
Ladies
"I want to say this now," he tics and improvi
ng his voter
told a reporter. "If you ever image
.
turn up anything improper by' In 1963 be demonstrated 
rap-
port with voters, especially 
in
any of my people, you come to rural areas, and almost pulled
me and I'll do something quick's major political upset. His dif-
if it's true—I won't let him re-ficulty then was that 
not even
sign, I'll fire him." the Republicans 
thought he
Nunn • was hailed as a 'boy could win,
wonder" of GOP politics when Things were 
different this
he broke Democratic lines In time. Nunn absorbe
d what he
Barren County in 1953 and was considered sound 
advice on
elected county judge. platform and appearances 
and
He has directed several U.S. stuck to them eve
n when some
Senate campaigns for Kentucky jittery party supporters w
anted
Republicans, successfully, a n d him to become a 
fiercer fighter.
has a tendency toward ruthless' For Nunn, pers
onal contact
self-analysis, trying to elifinate and attention to 
details seemed
his personal weaknesses in poli-ithe ingredients of 
victory. What-
LAWRENCE -
svoisoN SARIS
1*60501
NYLONS
• Seamless, first quality,
fall shades
DRESS MATER
REG. 79c Yd.
"Iritts,e0A% */4+4
—Easy to care for
cottons
25c
Pair
Ladies
Solids!
Prints!
3 YARDS
$1.00
 
411111111111•1111111111111111
HOUSE DRESSES
—Sizes 12-20,
1131/2 - 261/2
and 46 to 52 $2.50
REPEAT SELL OUT
ELECTRIC
Pop- Corn Popper
—Glass Lid
—Three Quart
—Hirsch's Low Price$2.44
ever motivated the voters to
elect him, those qualities un-
doubtedly helped.
rating for adults
"MY" rating for m•ture young
people
"Y" rating for young people
"GA" rating for general audience
(family)
"C" rating for children, unac,
cornpanied
"NCA" rating for pictures on
which no classification is
available.
WEEKEND SPECIAL
Women's Loafers
One Group $5.87 Black, Cordo, Bassett
Softer Loafers
THIS WEEK ONLY!
YOUR CHOICE
ANY
TWO
OF THESE ITEMS
EXUDItlit Re, 4.1c
@WHIM Seg. SS(
YKKS COUGH 15 SUP adoo.
115111151 MOUTH WASH Ilse at
LAVORIS MOUTH WASH Ise Sic
ACHIM MOUTH WASH Woe AS,
in Red, Navy, Green
2 siFOR
COLGATE 10e Mouth Wash he. as
ItiGHT GUARD Ise lac
BAH fOLIOS Si,. elk
PALMOLIVE SAM SHAVE lag. Sic
FOAMY SHAVE CITIA.M ler 53,
LUSTRE CREAM Hee Spey tea elc
t* BOYS' INTER FAVORITE
COT ON FLANNEL
SHIRTS $
Warm. Durable. Washable. Great for
play outdoors or school wear. 100%
cotton flannel, mode the way boys
like them. Colorful collection.
SIZES: 6-16
REG. 1,19
Men's and Boy's
Winter Jackets
Nylon Quilted, 6.88
Suede Or Smoot Vinyl.
You Save $1.12 On Each
Girls Panties
— White and Colon
— Fancy Trim
While They Last
P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
307 Broadway, south Fulton 8:30 - 6 Mon-THUR Fri-Sat. 8:311-- 8
„....."- .0•00 7.400.. .4011,
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Miss Conn
Engaged To
Mr. Brockwell
FULTON, Ky., -The
engagement of Miss Maggie
Jane Conn and Ronald Davis
Itrockwell is announced today
bS, her mother, Mrs. Jessie Conn
of Fulton Rt. I. Miss Conn is
tbe daughter of the late Walker
Cohn, and Mr. Brockwell's par-
ents are Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Oavis Brockwell of Union City,
"Tenn.
: The bride-elect is employed
is bookkeeper at the Airlene
Cas Co., Fulton, and Mr. Brock-
Well is an employe of Dixie Con-
struction'Co., Jackson, Miss.
-An early summer wedding is
planned.
Miss Taylor
Wins School
Beauty Contest
HICKMAN, Ky.,
Debbie Taylor, a Fulton County
High School senior and daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Taylor,
Hickman, was selected as "Miss
Fulton County High School" re-
cently in a beauty revue held at
the schoo 1, with out-of-town
judges making the selection.
As "Miss Fulton County High
School," Miss Taylor will be
featured In the school yearbook.
The contest was sponsored by
the "Annual" staff.
First alternate was Miss Nan-
cy Jo James of Hickman, and
second alternate was Miss Amy
Bondurant.
Skillet Supper
: Your French-fried-potato-eating youngsters will love this skil-
:1. hi supper, and their father will. too.
The youngsters will like it because it is chock full of their
". favorite "taters." Father will like it because it is his kind of a
: meat-and-potato dish, the meat this time being fully-flavored,
no-fat, no-waste canned corned beef.
3 Another virtue of this recipe for Skillet-Scalloped Corned Beef
: and Potatoes is its ease of preparation. It's simple enough for
youngsters to prepare, and you might even talk their father into
• being the "skilleteer."
If the 12-ounce can of corned beef is chilled several hour.. it
: will cut into four, six or eight slices for topping the potatoes be-
fore cooking. Or the chilled meat can be cut into small cubes and
stirred into the potato mixture before being heated through on
• top of the range. Either way, the good beef flavor of the canned
. meat will permeate the entire dish.
Skillet-Sealloped Corned Beef and Potatoes
2 tablespoons butter or 1/2 cup grated sharp
margarine Cheddar cheese
1 medium onion, sliced I cup milk
1 package lb.) frozen 1 can (12 oz.) corned beef.
French fried potatoes chilled
2 tablespoons flour Topping optional
I teaspoon salt
Melt butter in large skillet; add onion and cook until tender
but not browned. Add potatoes, flour, salt and cheese; mix lightly.
Add milk. 'Top with corned. beef which has been cut into 4 slices.
Heat to boiling; reduce heat•to very low, cover and simmer about
25 minutes or. oes judex. If desired. inkle with
topping just mg.jig: Naileaft6ast
bread crumbs in one tablespoon utter or margarine in smalT
pan. Add two tablespoons chopped parsley; sprinkle over corned
beef and potato dish.
Makes 4 to 6 servings.
Turkeys
Aren't The Only Ones
That Have It Tough
-4`
JUNIOR MISS—Mles Dana Puckett, 17, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sonny Puckett of South Fulton, will represent Oblon County In the
Tennessee Junior Miss Pageant in Chattanooga Jan, 22.
Contract Awarded
By Fulton Board
FULTON, Ky., —The
Fulton Electric Plain Board
has awarded a contract for the
construction of a new substa-
tion to be built on Stephen Beale
Road in Highlands.
The contract was awarded to
the Service Electric Company of
Chattanooga, Tenn., with a low
bid of $86,900.00.
Bids will be accepted and the
contract awarded next month
for the construction of a new
transmission line to extend from
the present substation on Wal-
nut Street, running north of the
city and going into the new sub-
station to be constructed,
Blaylock Elected
Head Of Group
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.,
—Paul Blaylock of South Ful-
ton has been elected president
of the Student Government at
the University of Tennessee at
Muth. • • -
A senior In liberal arts, he Is
a member of the Pi Kappa Al-
pha fraternity. Blaylock was the
IN
NOVEMBER
JOUR CAR NEEDS SERVICING
FOR COLD WEATHER
DRIVING
Does Your Car Start Hard?
Does It Use Too Much Gas?
Does It Die At Stop Signs?'
Bad Cough? Smoke Habit?
Refuse To Cooperate?
Every car needs a Fall tune-up to provide safety anu tependa-
bility for cold weather driving. For instant, mufflers and exhaust
pipes should be checked for leaks. It's dangerous to drive a car
with windows closed unless the exhaust system is OK. We service
all makes and models. Our tune-up equipment is the latest in
scientific developmnt. Give us a try and enjoy carefree, safe
winter motoring. Save on repair bills later!
"YOUR SERVICE HEADQUARTERS"
South Fulton, Tenn, Phone 479-2271
captain of the Pi Kappa Alpha
team that won the First An-
nual "Rose Bowl."
He Is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Blaylock of South Fulton.
FULTON, Ky., -Miss
Andy DeMyer, whose marriage
to Henry Bailey of Lexington
will be solemnized Nov. 18 at
First Baptist Church in Fulton,
was honored with a 1 p.m.
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, November 16, 1967 Page 3
luncheon Tuesday, at The Derby
restaurant. Hostesses were Mrs.
J. A. Poe, Mrs. Morgan Omar,
Miss Helen King and Mrs.
Thomas Mahan.
The honoree wore a yellow
lcnit sheath and her gift corsage
was a yellow glamellia. She
was presented a gift by the host-
esses.
A color scheme of yello w,
orange and green was carried
out in the centerpiece and place-
cards.
The guest list included Miss
DeMyer, her mother, Mrs. S M.
DeMyer, Mrs. Casper Freeman
of Marti n, Tenn., Mesdames
Jean Sensing, Clyde Williams
Jr., Robert Ivey, Lillian Cate,
David Homra, Vyron Mitchell,
Joe Tress, George Winter, Fred
Homra, Billy Gore, E. R. Het
ley, J. L. Jones. Frank Moore
and Stanley Jones.
Is proud to announce Don F. Laney as manager of the Life and
Health Division of the agency.
Compare our rates with any others in the business on life or
health. We will place business on special cases of hard to issue
policies for anyone writing insurance.
All of our health policies are guaranteed renewable - non-
cancelable. Check this policy that pays cash directly to you.
AGE AMOUNT PREMIUM
19-29 $25.00 per year
30-39 $29.00 per year
40-49 $42.00 per year
is a supplement to Medi.
for the lowest rates avail-
PREMIUM
Less than $30.00
per year
The only insurance company writing term insurance for childr.m.
$100.00 per week
$100.00 per week
$100.00 per week
Check our newly designed policy that
care for a very low premium.
Compare our policies on life insurance
able on any type of life insurance nolicv.
AGE AMOUNT
1-23 $10,000
At The Dewey Johnson Insurance' Agency.
Office 472-3503 — Home 472-2662
letti d gme
VALUES!
Men's and Boys' Fall (it)
JACKET EVENT
COMPARE OUR PRICES!
Take Your Choice
of Many Styles at Only
• CORDUROYS
• LAMINATED KNITS
• NYLONS
• POPLINS
A big selection of styles at a
sensational price! Button
and zip front,. . . quilted
and pile linings ...knit and
self collars. In the season's
most wanted colors. Select
yours today!
Men's Sizes ..34 to 46
Boys' Sizes ....6 to 18
Big Values In Men's
BRIEFS,
T-SHIRTS,
SHORTS
Your
Choice
Briefs and T-Shirt. am knit
of soft, absorbent white
cotton . . . shorts mods of
quality cotton fabric in
blue, ton, green or gray.
28 to 44
T-▪ SHIRTS   S-M-L-XL
SHORTS .............. 28 to 44
Men's Cotton
BROADCLOTH
PAJAMAS
Long Sleeve
Coot Style
Choose from assorted color
stripes, solids and figured
patterns. Long sleeves and
logs. Sanforized. Sizes A-S.
C-D.
Cotton Broadcloth
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DISPLAY—Dana Puckett and Santa Claus pose with articles
„sent to 75 servicemen in Vietnam by residents of
tea, South Fulton, and the surrounding area. Miss Puckett
by W.W. Bow, M.D.
Consultant, Notional Dairy Council
AEROSPACE
Does the aerospace age influ-
ence nutrition concepts?
Will we change our food habits
by reason of aerospace experi-
ence?
These and other questions arise
naturally as a result of the in-
tense interest in the health and
safety of our astronauts. Whether
we sympathize with or deplore
the race to the moon and to other
planets, we are united in the
wish that the men who risk their
lives and sacrifice their days to
the success of these missions,
shall be kept safe and well.
Astronauts Must Be Fit
It is obvious that aerospace
ventures demand a high degree
of fitness in the broadest sense —
mental, physical, emotional and
spiritual. This is not attainable
with anything less than the high-
est possible level of nutrition. The
longer and more venturesome the
mission, the greater will be the
need for fitness, and therefore for
adequate feeding.
When Admiral Byrd went to
the Antarctic, there were feeding
problems. Not only was it impor-
tant to have sufficient quantity
and variety to assure freedom
from deficiency diseases, but the
question of storage and the pre-
vention of spoilage had to be
solved.
It was my good fortune at that
time, through the American Medi-
cal Association, to try out a num-
ber of dehydrated foods on one
of our family trailer trips to the
Canadian woods. Dehydration was
not new, of course — American
Indians knew how to "jerk" meat
— but large-scale processing was
Minor aches, pains,
headaches, stuffy
nose due to the
common cold
Fr temporary relief of minor symp
toms due to the common (old
NUTRITION
an experiment. Today we take
dehydrated mixes of all kinds as
a matter of course.
Great Developments
Weightlessness in the space
flights poses a new problem; much
food is provided in tubes or in
bite-size solid form, since liquids
are impractical. Here again we
are not dealing with an entirely
new concept, but we are seeing
great advances and developments.
Providing food of adequate
nutrient value and good taste in
small and manageable form under
new conditions is a challenge for
the space program. It will prob-
ably result also in new products
for everyday use by the grounded
majority of the human race.
Use some Psychology
Perhaps the most important in-
fluence of aerospace nutritional
advances, if we have the wit to
capitalize on it, will be the effect
it may have on our children and
young people. When your little
astronaut dons his plastic helmet
and says, "Mother, I'm hungry,"
you have a golden opportunity to
induce him to eat nutritionally
balanced meals, like an astronaut.
Just as thousands of young men
ate carrots in the hope of improv-
ing their eyesight to get into the
Air Force — a vain hope, by the
way — so may our adolescents be
motivated to eat like an astronaut.
Already we see indications of
how products used in aerospace
are offered commercially for use
in our homes. This can become a
tremendous influence on our di-
etary habits. Since aerospace nu-
trition is scientifically based, it
should be highly beneficial.
Save Your Leaves
Mr. Gardener, spare those
leaves; don't burn them, it
really pays to save them in a
compost pile. This is the cheap-
est source of organic matter
and a good gardener needs a
great deal of this to improve
the fertility of his soil. For a
compost pile, choose a secluded
spot in your garden that gets at
least a few hours of sunlight
each day.
Make a 3 x 4
ft. sq. en-
closure of
. loose blocks,
bricks, or
circular wire mesh to contain
the leaves and other organic
debris. The latter, wire mesh,
is preferred by experts.
Start with a two foot deep
layer of leaves. Wet these
down with the garden hose and
cover with 2 inches of loose
soil. Sprinkle with a fertilizer
and a good handful of lime.
Cover this with 2 more feet of
leaves and repeat. Build your
compost pile with the desired
quantity that you feel you will
need. Remember; leave a de-
pression in the top center to
collect slitOw and water.
Add organic matter such as
your vegetable wastes from the
kitchen or plants killed by
frost. Avoid using weeds as
they germinate and thrive in
your compost pile.
Along about the end of Feb-
ruary, to warm up your com-
post pile and speed up decom-
position of the leaves, cover
the pile with a black plastic
sheet called Warp's Coverall
from your hardware or lumber
dealer. Keep the pile moist
under the plastic during the
summer months and next fall,
you will have a pile of lea/
mold that will make your gar-
den bloom like the Garden of
Eden.
holds a carton containing fresh hometown vdater. Package
In center is typical of those to be sent to Vietnam. 
If the view from your win-
dow isn't tops, you can con-
ceal it and still let plenty
of light into the room - by
hanging fiber glass draper-
ies. Made to look just like
such materials as antique sat-
in. linen or cotton, and avail-
able in many designs and
colors, the weave controls
light. PPG fiber glass draper-
ies are the latest bright idea
for giving your windows an
attractive shade of differ-
ence.
KEEP MATCHES AWAY
FROM CHILDREN
AlvkaN s 'tut matches or light
ors away. out of the reach of
children, urges the American
Insurance Association.
To many fires are caused by
children playing with matches
One-fifth of all fire fatalities are
those of children under five
years of age
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DECOYS PLUS DETERMINATION - - DUCK DIN-
NER—Beginning Nov. 29, thousands of Kentucky
sportsmen will head for open water, plitce decoys and
wait patiently in "blinds" hoping to bag their limit
of ducks. The season on ducks continues through
-Jan. 7 with the daily bag limit set at four and the
season possession limit set at eight with species limi-
tations, according the State Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources.
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NEW IFtEST AREA BUILDING—Under construction on the southbound lane of1-75 near Florence in Boone County is the fourth of six State Highway Depart-ment buildings that will serve travelers on the interstate highway between Cov-ington and Berea. Two of the three centers now in operation are in Scott Countyand one is on the northbound lane in Boone County. Two more are to be erectedin Madison County. All will be equipped with travel literature and information.
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BUT NOW
The words but now" are found
in many places in the Bible, but
most often in the Epistles of Paul.
These two words are most signi-
ficant. for they indicate a change in
program. If my secretary is tran-
scribing some dictation and I say:
"But now I would like you to take
a letter," this indicates a change
in program.
So it is with this phrase as we
find it in Rom. 3:21:
"BUT NOWIre righteousness of
God witlioui the law is manifested."
Prior to this time God's people
were under the law. There was no
other way to approach or obey Him.
But though under the law, they
constantly broke the law. so that
they stood before God condemned
rather than justified. Thus the
apostle says in Verse 20:
"Therefore by the deeds of the
law there shall no flesh be justified
Nriffej jo 0 0)
JOIN TI-kE FUN
YOU CAN WIN
U P TO
10,000
249.1
GREEN
STAMPS
Keep playing You may be next
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in His sight: for by the law is the
knowledge of sin."
"BUT NOW the righteousness of
God without the law is manifested"
(Ver. 21).
How can this be? How can a man
be declared righteous apart from
the law? The answer---the only
answer is, by grace through faith
in Christ.
Though perfect and sinless Christ
died for sin. Whose sin? Yours and
mine. Thus as Paul declares in
Acts 13:38:
"By this Man is preached unto
you the forgiveness of sins, and by
Him all who believe are justified
from all things, from which ye could
not be justified by the Law of
Moses."
"Therefore we conclude that a
man is justified by faith, without
the deeds of the law" (Rom. 3:28).
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Urgency shows on the face of Pfc Carl Gunter of Stanley, N, C., as hehelps an old Vietnamese woman on her way to safety in the war-torn areaof Binh Dinh Province.
A Bumper Crop
Of Food Fantasies
Naturally, the interest of all
of us in food gives rise to numer-
ous food superstitions and mis-
conceptions, says TODAY'S
HEALTH GUIDE, the American
Medical Association's manual of
health information for the Ameri-
can family.
Some tabulations list more
than 200 common modern-day
misconceptions about food.
Here are a few of the more
common fallacies. Theyre all et-
roneous—
If a few vitamins are good,
more must be better. (Not cor-
rect.)
Never give milk to a patient
with fever. (The milk won't af-
fect the fever at aff.)
Parsnips should be eaten of-
ten to cleanse the kidneys. (They
don't.)
Beets build blood. (They
don't.)
Pork is indigestible. (It is no
more indigestible than other
meats.)
Sour foods, such as lemonjuice or sauerkraut, can cure dia-
betes. (They can't.)
For treatment of arthritis,
grape juice, honey, dried poke
berries, carrot juice and tomatoes
are helpful. (They're not.)
Cooked cereals heat the
blood. (They don't.)
Warm bread may cause a
stroke. (It won't.)
Putting cream in coffee makes
the coffee more harmful. (No.)
Ice water causes heart trou-
ble. (It doesn't.)
Raw vegetable juice contains
life-giving properties, but cookedfoods are "dead." (Not so.)
Olives, oysters and raw eggs
increase sexual potency. (They
don't.)
atemmume 
Wine makes blood. (Itdoesn't.)
White sugar is not good forthe health. (Not true.)
White bread is poisonous. (Itisn't.)
If the expectant mother holdsher weight down, the size of thebaby will be reduced. (Not a fact.)
Enriched candy is good for
reducing. (It isn't.,
Calories don't count. (They
do.)
Melba toast has no calories.(It has.)
Never eat rabbits because they
are all disease carriers. (No.)
Yogurt and brewer's yeast aredietary requirements. (They
sent)
DISSOLVE THAT
due to a cold with
Cheracol De
1,
• Thiee expectorants help dissolve
congestion
• Contains no narcotics or antihistamine
• Safe even !Of
Iwo year Old,
• Delicious
cherry Shunt
'Used es d ICcd
EVMIS DRUG CO.
m• 72:a Stone
LAKE ST. FULTON
You'll find yew,
BRAND
of vacation fun
at the
DESERT
RANCE-
. amid a tropical setting of
swaytng palms, sunny skies,
and dear blue waters
Spacious, colorful
accommodations,
friendly hospitality,
and a multitude of
outstanding features, including—
• Beautiful "Ranchero" Lobby • COFFEE POT-i-for snacks or
• Private white sand Beach meals
• Freshwater Swimming Pool • GOLDEN NUGGET—for cocktail
• Shuffleboard sippin'
• Free TV • GOLDEN NUGGET SUPPER
• 24-hr. Phone Service ,CLUB- -for hearty dining
STAMPEDE ROOM. . . Wait t Florida's largest
Nite Spot.. . featuring LENNY n E, top Decca record-ing artist, organ stylist and comedian. Dancing nightly. 
All facilities for Conventions, Meetings, Seminars (for up to 300)100% Air-Conditioned, Open All Year. WAN For eokseful brodurn -
THE DESERT,‹ "on the putt" 6200 GULF BOULEVARD
RANCH ST PETERSBURG BEACH. FLORIDA
with the
BIGGEST
PICTURES
in all
COLOR
TV
Beautiful Contemporary—Stereo Theatre model 781 with: 295 sq. in. rectangular screen, two 12" Bass
Woofers, two 1.000 cycle Exponential Treble Horns plus all the other Color TV and Astro-Sonic Stereo features
described below. Costs you less than comparable TV and Stereo units purchased separately . . . only
bring you perfect pictures automatically. ..plus the full
beauty of musicfrom Stereo FM/AM radio and records!
Colonial—$825
Instant Automatic Color gives you a perfectly tuned picture that slays
precise—on every channel, every time! Other years-ahead features in-
clude: Brilliant Color for the most vivid, natural color ever. Chromatone
adds thrilling depth and dimension to color, warm beauty to black and
white pictures. Quick-On lets pictures flash to !ile ir. just seconds.
ASTRO-SONIC STEREO re-creates music flawlessly ... gives you
superb high-fidelity sound on TV, as well as on stereo FM/AM radiu and
French Provincial—$825
records. Advanced solid-state circuitry replaces tubes for highest effi-
ciency, lasting reliability. Exclusive Micromatic record player eliminates
pitch distortions; banishes discernible record and stylus wear so your
records can last a lifetime.
Come in today—select from 14 magnificent Magnavox Stereo Theatres
... and over 40 superb consoles; each a fine furniture masterpiece you'll
admire and enjoy for years to come!
Magnavox—today's most advanced, most reliable COLOR TV!
$650
Magnificent Mediterranean—model 754 with
295 sq. in. rectangular screen plus all color
features above. Two high fidelity speakers.
Also available in Contemporary, French Pro-
vincial and Early American fine furniture. On
concealed swivel casters.
$625
Elegant Italian Provincial—model 746 with
295 sq. in. rectangular screen. Also available
in Contemporary, Early American, Mediter-
ranean and French Provincial. Has all color
features above. Convenient Magnavox Re-
mote Control is optional on many models.
$47950
Color TV's Biggest Picture—yet modestly
priced! Model 531 has 295 sq. in. rectangular
screen, Brilliant Color, Chromatone, Quick-On
plus many more Magnavox extra-value fea-
tures. Optional Mobile Cart shown gives won-
derful room-to-room mobility.
$34950
This beautiful, versatile, compact model 516
is proof that fine color viewing needn't be
expensive! 176 sq. in. rectangular screen.
Telescoping dipole antenna. Detachable legs
make it ideal for use on shelves, tables or in
bookcases. Mobile Cart is optionally available.
Your family deserves the best—Magnavox! Other Stereo Theatres from only $675.
472 - 3462
Fulton, Ky.
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Fulton, Ky. Thursday, November 16, 1967 olt SALE: 85 acre farm, seven
room brick house with bath, full
basement. Four-inch plastic well.
On blacktop road, nine miles south-
east of Fulton. Mrs. V. C. Simpson,
Fulton Route 5. Phone Latham,
Tenn.. 799-4347.
 _r 
HELP WANTED
Male or Female:
r WE HAVE GOOD BUYERS look- ATLANTIC Wood and coal heat- RAWLEIGH dealer wanted at
'eg for real estate in this area. If ers, thermostat-controlled. Ex- once. Good opportunity in Fultonyou want to sell property, call or change Furniture Company, Fulton. Co. or City of Fulton. Experience
see Cannon Agency, South Fulton,
4 unnecessary, write itawleigh, Dept.Tennessee; phone 479-2661. 
.i  KYK-1071-105 Freeport, Illinois
6/03?
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FURNITURE
Breakfast room suites, $9.95 up
Dining fables $12.50 up
Studio couches $21.50 up
2-Piece living room
suites $12.50 up
ehifferobes $14.50 up
Electric refrigerators $19.50 up
Rockers, occasional chairs
$4.95 and up
Unfinished new desk and
chair $11.50
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 Commercial 472-1533
USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS
New chest of drawers, 4
drawers, maple finish $19.95
Two foam rubber mattresses
and matching box springs,
twin bed size - $15 each set
Old.fashioned kitchen
cabinet $10.00
Two upholstered rockers $6.00
Odd 2
-piece living room
suites, $10 up
Living room chair $19.95
Refrigerators, $15 and up
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.25 yard
Come in and browse around; wa
have lots of bargains not adver-
tised)
WADE'S USED
Furniture Store
Fulton Phone 472-3421
FOR SALE:
5 Acres, modern two bedroom home, located 5 miles North of Ful-
ton, WILL SELL OR CONSIDER YOUR PRESENT PROPERTY
IN ON TRADE, UP OR DOWN, RECENTLY RENOVATED, VA•
CANT AND READY, lair conditioned, built in oven and range)
$65011.00.
47 Acres bottom land, located close to Moscow, good corn base,
Hickman County no buildings or buildings sites, $4,000.00
132 Acres, adjoins Fulton Airport, one of Fulton Countys top farms
Blacktop on three sides, good house, good fences. $5041.00 per acre
ON TENNESSEE SIDE, three bedroom brick home, den, patio,
air conditioned, vacant and ready, $13,500.00 (has good loan that
can be assumed)
70 Acres land located just off of Pea Ridge Road, good for tree
planting hunting or camping $3930.30
Call WICK num BROKER
PHONE 472 1292 FULTON, KY.
111 We Carry A 11 11 1k Complete Line Of 1
11 COAL and GAS k%% 1
1% HEATERS 4
% _ALSO - k%% Pipes, elbows, damp-
ers, stove boards ,g
, Exchange Furniture i
1 11 Company 11
i Commercial Ave; Fulton 1ii,.....,...........„„4
Don't Make A Move
Without Calling
472-2363
Gillum Trans. & Stge., Inc.
116 Plain Street
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Office Hours:
9:00 a. m. to 12:00 Noon
1:00 p. m. to 4:00 p. m.
Monday through Friday
Agent, Atlas Van Lines
WORLD - WIDE
MOVING SERVICE
WANTED
Man or Woman wanted to service
and collect money from coin ope-
rated vending route, established in
this area. Requirements are; refer-
ences, car, $800 to $2500 cash. Part
time can net excellent monthly in-
come. More full time. Capital works
for you. For personal interview,
write BRIAN INDUSTRIES, INC.,
7805 McKNIGHT ROAD. PITTS-
BURGH, PA. 15237. Include phone
number.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: Lo-
.al service business for sale, doing
;ood business; top-rated company;
•ecords will prove GOOD income.
'erms can be made for the right
ierson. If interested, write "Busi-
less Opportunity", Box 307, Care
f The News. All replies held in
Arict confidence.
HA HA HA
The top-selling post card of all time is reputed to be the
drawing by the Briton, Donald McGill (1875-1962) with
the caption-He: "How do you like Kippling?" She: "I
don't know, you naughty boy. I've never Kippled."
No Short-Time Job
TAHLEQUAH, Okla.
J. W. McSpadden was first elect-
ed city treasurer in 1918 and he
has been reelected in every elec-
tion since that time.
SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY 40601
Q. -1 will be 24 years of dur-
ing the last semester of the school
year before I am scheduled to re-
ceive my bachelor's degree. Will
I be permitted to graduate?
A. -Under these circumstances
and other factors being equal , your
local board may postpone your in-
duction to the end of the term.
Q. -My local board has informed
me in writing that this will be my
last year of deferment to teach
school. Will I be able to join the
Reserves or National Guard after
I am ordered for induction?
A. -No. The law does not permit
a registrant to enlist in the Re-
serve forces after he is ordered
for induction. You may enlist as
a member of the active forces
after being ordered for induction
provided the effective date of en-
try is on or before the induction
date.
Q.-1 have been ordered to report
for a preinduction examination by
my local board. What is the very
minimum time I have before being
inducted?
A. -The minimum time is 21 days
after your local board mailed to
you a Statement of Acceptability
(DD Form 62), which results from
your preinduction examination.
Get Ready for Winter
Get Southern States All-Season Special
SNOW & MUD TIRE
only $10.87 plus $1.80 tax
650 x 13 tubeless black nylon 4-ply
775X15 tubeless black nylon 4-ply . . only $13.22 plus $2.23 tax
775X14 tubeless black nylon 4-ply . . . only $13.50 plus $2.21 tax
825X14 tubeless black nylon 4-ply . . . only $14.17 plus $2.38 tax
White-walls, $2.00 additional
This winter-dig in and go thru mud and snow-without a
tow! Sturdy, durable 4-ply construction. Dependable 4-ply
traction treads at budget-saving prices.
Southern States Redi-Grip
SNOW & MUD TIRES
only . _ _75 S16_ _ plus $1.80 tax
650 x 13 tubeless black nylon 4-ply
735X14 tubeless black nylon 4-ply . . . $19.43 plus $2.08 tax
775X15 tubeless black nylon 4-ply . . . $20.33 plus $2.23 tax
775X14 tubeless black nylon 4-ply . . . $20.63 plus $2.21 tax
815X15 tubeless black nylon 4-ply . . $21.17 plus $2.33 tax
825X14 tubeless black nylon 4-ply . . . $21.91 plus ;2.38 tax
855X14 tubeless black nylon 4-ply . . $22.87 plus $2.56 tax
Plus many more sizes at comparable prices. Whitewalls, add $2.50
Safe, sure, superior traction. Extra wide, extra deep tread
gives more on ice ... in snow and mud. You stop and start
when others get stuck. Extra thickness means extra mileage.
Use Easy Payment Plan • Free Mounting Service • Pick Up A Pair Now!
% SOUTHERN STATES FIJLTON COOPERATIVE
Phone 479-2352 So. Fulton 201 Central Ave.
Your SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE AGENCY
MOM
'f( For The Big Man
it
/lir' 2 -Piece
U.S. Naugahide *
Living Room Suites
$148.88
Loose Reversable
Cushions
TIRSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY
Ii
Loose Cushion Recliner
5 Colors To Choose
$78.88 Regular $102.50 e)'t
(5 Piece Maple Dinette
ji $104.88
PRI.'Irf.UDGZD
4g.
800101.11 -
Bed Pillows )
y $2.88 pair
Ai Boston 
Rocker
Pads $318
=itigt
26-Ounce Nylon Carpet
$5.95 iy#,
Early American
Swivel Rocker
Tweed Covers
$64.88
Regular $92.50
114 Lake St.
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SWIFT -EMPIRE GOVERNMENT - INSPECTED REELFOOT
SMOKED SHANK
FROM OUR KITCHEN FROM OUR KITCHEN.4.0m..w...~"..0FROM OUR KITCHEN w%..0•*•••••■•'••••01%.FROM OUR KITCHEN
Cranberry Sauce 16-oz. 49c
Cranberry Salad 16-oz. 59c
Potato Salad 16-oz. 45c
GRADE "A" PLUMP & TENDER
Pimento Salad 8-oz. 55c
Dressing 2 lbs. 99c
Banana Bread loaf 89c
FRESH-HENS LIL 39c
Slaw 16-oz. 49c
Cream Pies each $1.19
Home Baked Bread loaf 59c
Fresh Apple Cake 16-oz. 69c
Carroll Cake 16-oz. 69c
Deviled Eg s 6 halves 59c
FRESH GOOD TASTING REELFOOT PORK
SAUSAGE lb 39c
U. S. CHOICE CORN FED
SIRLOIN STEAK th.89c CANNED-HAMS 1'2."
ZESTEE
STRAWBERRY PRESERVES
5 2 lb. Jar 9c
KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP
SALAD
DRESSING
KY-KERNEL
SHELLED PECANS
8-oz. Pkg. 99,
Stokely's No. 2 Can Crushed 20-oz.
PINEAPPLE 3 cans $1.00
Alcoa 25 lb. Heavy Duty
ALUM1UM WRAP 47c
SWANS DOWN
CAKE MIX
ecius $1. 
00
Steeli 303 Size Cans 16-oz.
SWEET POTATOES 2 for 29c
GT. Size
CHEER 10c off 69c
STOKELY S NO 2 SIZE CAN 29 -oz.
CANNE
PEACHES
•
Fulton Pure Milk
BOILED CUSTARD ,qt. 69cMaple
BUTTER lb. 79c
Limit
2
Please
Wonder Twin Packed
POTATO CHIPS bag 49c
Little Andy
OLEO 5 lbs. $1.00
simp
LIBBY'S
FRUIT COCKTAIL
303 size
can
3
19°
U. S. No. 1 Sweet
YELLOW CORN 6 for 39c
Cello Bag
RADISHES 10c
Extra Large
BELL PEPPERS
Extra Large Fancy
CUCUMBERS
Paper Shell
10c PECANS lb. 49c
Extra Fancy U. S. No. 1
10c SWEET POTATOES 2 lbs. 25c
Large
each 15c
Winesap
APPLES lb. 15c
E. W. James
TEA G
1/2 lb. box ' 
A
TUC
PURE CANE (Limit 1 Please)
SUGAR 10,19
PRIDE OF ILL.
CREAM STYLE
303 SIZE
$100
k 5 17-oz. CANS
•
Limit
5
Please
Swift Empire 14 to 22 lb. Average
TOM TURKEYS lb., 33c
Goldcreast Bettsville 5 to 9 lb. Average
TURKEYS lb. 47c
Swift Butterball 20 to 22 lb.
TOM TURKEYS
Swift 4 to 5 lb. Average
DUCKLINGS
lb. 53c
lb. 59c
Goldcreast — 10 to 14 lb. Average
HEN TURKEYS lb. 43c
Swift Butterball Beltsville 5 to 9 lb. Average
TURKEYS lb. 57c
Swift Butterball 10 to 14 lb.
HEN TURKEYS
Empire 5 to 61b. Average
CAPONS
CELERY LARGE JUMBO SIZECrisp Green Stalks AC _
lb. 57c
lb. 49c
Reelfoot Butt Portion
SMOKED HAM
Reelfoot
VICKING HAM
Krey Gourmet
BONELESS HAM
Center Cut
CHUCK ROAST
lb. 55c
lb. 99c
lb. 99c
lb. 49c
Reelfoot — Whole or Krey
SMOKED HAM
Center Cut
HAM
CANNED
PICNICS
Fresh 12-oz. can
OYSTERS
lb. 55c
lb. ,89c
3 lb. can $2.29
Standard 99c
select $1.19
15c[ CRANBERRIES OCEAN SPRAYEXTFRRAEsFHANCY}1 LAG 
 
29c
We Reserve
The Right To Limit
Quantities
None Sold To Dealers
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
AmEs AND 50
SUPER MARKET
Your No. 2 Quality
Stamps Are
Good This Week For 300
FREE Quality Stamps
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